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ARCHITECTURE AND THE FINE ARTS
Catalogue 74
As is customary with our catalogues, we offer here a selection of interesting
and sought-after publications on architecture and the fine arts, ranging from
important seventeenth century editions of treatises by Serlio (item 109) and
Scamozzi (item101), to a set of the Frank Lloyd Wright issues of the periodical
Wendingen (item 128), and to the late Gavin Stamp’s copies of a number of
monographs on European architects of the interwar period in the multilingual
Masters of Architecture series (items 39, 45, 56, 59, 78, 93, 119).
Other individual highlights include a Czech edition of M.H.Baillie Scott’s
Houses and Gardens (item 5); Jean-François Blondel’s large folio Fragmens
d’Architecture, 1755 (item 14); the De Thou copy, in its original armorial binding,
of Abraham Bosse’s La Pratique du Trait a Preuves de M.Desargues Lyonnois,
1643 (item 15); Richard Elsam’s The Gentleman and Builder’s Assistant, 1808, a
very rare title indeed which appears to be the only architectural book published
in Northern Ireland before 1840 (item 36); Charles Kelsall’s Phantasm of
an University, 1814 (item 53); the historian J.B.Bury’s copy of Lethaby and
Swainson’s The Church of Sancta Sophia, Constantinople, 1894 (item 60); and
a clean, fresh copy of Marco Nonnenmacher’s Der Architectonischer Tischler,
1751, preserved until recently in a Danish military library where it seems to
have been neither handled nor read (item 82).
A recent purchase by our firm at a book auction of a lot containing a photograph
album and other items relating to the mid-nineteenth restoration of Lichfield
Cathedral also produced, somewhat surprisingly, a group of family letters
written from 1820 onwards to the Dean of Lichfield, Hon. Henry Howard,
and his wife. The majority of these, including an interesting letter giving an
eyewitness account of George IV’s coronation banquet, were written by his
niece Harriet Howard, subsequently Duchess of Sutherland and Mistress of the
Robes to Queen Victoria, but they also included a letter from George Agar-Ellis,
politician and art collector, and the husband of another of the Dean’s nieces,
reporting on a visit that he made in 1822 to Strawberry Hill, Horace Walpole’s
celebrated Gothick mansion on the banks of the river Thames at Twickenham,
and this we offer here (item 130).

1 Amico,

Bernardino

Plans of the sacred edifices of the
Holy Land. Translated from the
Italian by Fr.Theophilus Bellorini
O.F.M. and Fr.Eugene Hoade
O.F.M. with a preface and notes by
Fr.Bellarmino Bagatti, O.F.M.
Jerusalem, Franciscan Press 1953.

£65

2 Anthon,

George David

Grundig og tydelig anviisning til
den civile bygnings-kunst, hvorudi
viises hvorledes man kan bringe de
fem ordener ... udgivet till rytte for
den studerende ungdom paa det
Kongl.Danske Skildre-Bildhuggerog Bygnings-Academie (title also
given in German).
Kjobenhavn, Nicolaus Moller 1759 (but
1772).

£2,200

A translation into English of a well-known publication on
the Holy Places by Fr.Bernardino Amico, an Observant Friar,
originally published in 1609, with illustrations engraved from
Amico’s drawings by Antonio Tempesta, but reissued in 1620
with better illustrations engraved by Jacques Callot. It is
the edition of 1620 that is the basis for the present volume,
in which the translation of Amico’s text is prefaced by an
extensive preface by Fr.Bagatti.
4to. viii + 147 + (1)pp, including 15 text ills and also, included in the
volume’s pagination,facsimile reproductions of the plates in the
1620 edition of Amico’s book (some folding). Publisher’s printed
wrappers. In good condition. No ownership inscription, but John
Bury’s copy, with an inserted typed letter, signed, from Fr.Boniface
Kruger, Franciscan Study Centre, Canterbury.

A rare illustrated folio-size treatise on the orders of
architecture, with handsome engraved illustrations from
drawings by the Danish architect George David Anthon
(1714-1781). Anthon, who had been a pupil of Nikolai
Eigtved, the most distinguished Danish architect of the first
half of the eighteenth century and who had subsequently
married Eigtved’s daughter, intended the volume for the
use of students of the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts,
at which he was at the time a member of the teaching staff,
and the volume is dedicated to Count Adam Gottlob Moltke,
the Academy’s then President. The volume was originally
published in 1759, with 24 text pages only, but the present
copy is a reissue of the sheets of the edition of 1759 with four
additional pages, paginated 25-28, offering additional remarks
by Anthon and carrying the printed date 11 October 1772 at
the foot of p.27. Anthon served successively as “bygnings
inspektor” and “hof-bygmester” in the service of the Danish
crown, and was employed both at royal residences and in
bringing to completion Copenhagen’s two most celebrated
rococo churches, the Christians Kirke and the Marmorkirken.
Not in BAL Cat.
Folio. (4) + 28pp, 51 engraved plates numbered I-LI (of which plate
XIX is large and folding). Contemporary quarter calf, marbled
boards. A small stain at outer lower corner of title leaf, but a good,
fresh copy. Nineteenth century ink ownership inscription of Peter
S.Jersen on title leaf, and a larger ink ownership inscription of
his, dated Arendal 13 December 1836, pasted to front pastedown
endpaper.

3 (Architectural

Association)

The Architectural Association
School of Architecture (title taken
from front cover).
(London, Architectural Association 1937).

£95

Scarce pre-Second World War prospectus for the teaching
course at the Architectural Association School of Architecture,
handsomely produced and with accompanying illustrations of
typical student projects. The management of the AA School
of Architecture was at the time in the hands of GoodhartRendel (Director) and E.A.A.Rowse (Principal), and GoodhartRendel’s adherence to a Beaux-Arts teaching system was
being challenged at just this time by the AA’s modernistinclined Student Committee (as explained by Summerson,
The Architectural Association 1847-1947, pp 47-9). None of
this is revealed in the present prospectus, but it is interesting
to note that the AA’s teaching staff then included R.Furneaux
Jordan (as Senior Master in Design), later to emerge as a
propagandist for the international modern style.
4to. 95 + (1)pp, photo text ills. Original printed wrappers.

4 Ashbee,

C.R.

A Palestine notebook 1918-1923.
London, William Heinemann Ltd 1923.

£95

First and only edition. Ashbee spent the years 1918-22 in
Palestine, acting as the British administration’s Civic Advisor in
relation to the preservation of Jerusalem and the restoration
of its historic sites, and the present book takes the form of
a diary, partly based on fact and partly fictionalised, of his
experiences during that period.
8vo. xiii + (3) + 278pp, photo frontispiece. Publisher’s cloth, a little
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worn and bumped. Pencil ownership inscription of H.W.Harwood,
Newstead House, Halifax, December 1923. Subsequently Gavin
Stamp’s copy, with his booklabel.

3

5 Baillie

Scott, M.H.

Dum a zahrada. Prelozili V.A.Jung a
M. a J.Klimovi.
Praze (i.e.Prague), Jan Laichtner 1910.

£140

Scarce translation into Czech, in a reduced format, of the
British architect M.H.Baillie Scott’s Houses and Gardens,
published in London in 1908. Baillie Scott’s designs for
the interior of the Grand Ducal palace at Darmstadt in the
1890s had won him an Europe-wide reputation, and it is no
real surprise that a translation of his book into Czech was
published at Prague as early as 1910.
What is very much more of a surprise is that the Czech
version of the book, unlike the subsequent German
translation published in Berlin in 1912, for which the Wasmuth
firm provided close copies of the original illustrations, has
an entirely new set of photo plates, of which only four are of
designs by Baillie Scott, and most of the remainder illustrate
buildings by contemporary German, Austrian and Czech
architects, including Josef Maria Olbrich, Peter Behrens,
Josef Hoffmann, Bruno Paul, Hermann Muthesius, Jan Kotera,
Otakar Novotny and Josef Gocar. This has the effect of placing
Baillie Scott’s architectural work securely in its contemporary
European context, and although the fact that the text of the
present volume is in Czech makes it unapproachable by
readers who do not understand the language, the plates carry
their own significant message.
8vo. xi + (1) + 251 + (1)pp, 42 photo plates (of which 1 colour and
folding), also text ills. Publisher’s printed wrappers, a little worn
and abraded at outer margins.

6 (Baillie

Scott, M.H. & others)

Garden suburbs town planning and
modern architecture.
London,T.Fisher Unwin 1910.

£395

A significant contribution to the literature on English
garden suburbs. It overlaps in content with a similar volume
specifically devoted to Hampstead Garden Suburb published
in 1909, but the scope of the present book is wider and it
contains chapters on Romford Garden Suburb (Gidea Park),
and on smaller developments at Esher Park and at Nast Hyde,
near Hatfield, Hertfordshire. Baillie Scott contributed an essay
on “The house as it is and might be”.
4to. (4) + 132 + (2) + xxi + (3)pp, mounted photo frontispiece, many
photo and other ills. Original printed boards, with mounted colour
illustration on upper cover, neatly rebacked. A good copy.

7 (Baker,

William J.)

Family homes containing a second
series of over sixty designs by fifty
architects for ideal houses and
cottages.
London, William J.Baker 1912.

£195

An even scarcer sequel to a scarce publication by Baker in
1911 which illustrated designs for small houses and cottages
by a wide range of British architects of the period. The
architects featured in the present volume include Baillie Scott
(five designs), Voysey (six designs), Parker & Unwin, Dawber,
Oswald Milne, and Edgar Wood. Less familiar names include
a number of minor London-based architects, as well as
architects practising in Birmingham, Blackburn, Chester, and
Middlesbrough, and it is likely that for some of them this was
the only appearance of their designs in a published volume.
4to. 92pp, mostly photo ills, perspective views and plans, also
including building trade adverts. Recent quarter calf, marbled
board, original pictorial wrappers bound in.

8 Belli

Barsali, Isa

Ville di Roma, Lazio I ; Ville della
Campagna Romana, Lazio 2.
Milano, Edizioni Sisar 1970, 1975.

£150

4

A two-volume set well worth having for its excellent
photographic images and for the author’s accompanying text.
The first volume covers Renaissance and later villas in Rome
itself, while the second covers the important groups of villas
at Frascati and Albano, the Villa d’Este at Tivoli, and so on. First
editions of both volumes.
Large 4to. 2 vols. 525 + (3)pp; 370 + (4)pp; each with hundreds of
photo ills, some colour. Publisher’s cloth, in dustwrappers and in
publisher’s board slipcases. John Bury’s copy, with his book label
and that of his son Michael.

6
9 (Belvoir

Castle)

A guide book to Belvoir Castle.
Containing a brief history from the
founding of the castle by Robert
de Todeni; an account of the royal
visits; and a concise description of
the present castle, with a list of the
pictures and other works of art.
Leicester, “printed by John Burton,
Haymarket” 1854 (but later issue).

£115

The first pocket guide book to Belvoir Castle, the
Leicestershire seat of the Dukes of Rutland, on which the only
earlier publication had been a substantial volume of 1841 by a
local clergyman, Rev.Irving Eller. Although the present volume
is essentially founded on the book by Eller, it includes an
account of a visit to the castle by Queen Victoria and Prince
Albert in 1843, and a final printed leaf at the end, added to
this particular issue of the guide book, records the death in
January 1857 of the 6th Duke of Rutland. Not listed in any issue
by Harris, Country House Index, 1979.
8vo. 44 + (4)pp, with ground plan of castle bound as frontispiece.
Publisher’s printed wrappers, limp cloth spine, pictorial woodcut
image of castle tower on upper cover.

5

10 Bennett,

T.P.

Architectural design in concrete.
The photographs compiled by
F.R.Yerbury, hon. A.R.I.B.A.
London, Ernest Benn Limited 1927.

£135

11

6

A handsome volume which provides an excellent visual
record of the most admired recent buildings constructed in
concrete in Britain, the major European countries and the
United States. As might be expected, these include buildings
designed by A. & G.Perret, André Lurçat and Le Corbusier, by
a number of well-known German architects and by British
architects, among whom the partnership of Louis de Soissons
and A.W.Kenyon is well-represented. More unfamiliar, at least
to this cataloguer, are a number of striking recent buildings by
named architects in Los Angeles and elsewhere in California,

USA, presumably photographed by Yerbury on a then recent
visit there. The accompanying text was supplied by Thomas
Penberthy Bennett FRIBA (1887-1980), later to be knighted
and to play a leading role in the development of Crawley
and Stevenage New Towns. Not an easy book to find in good
condition in a dustwrapper, as here.
4to. (4) + 24 + (4)pp, 100 photo plates, (6)pp adverts. Publisher’s
cloth, in dustwrapper (upper cover of the wrapper a little rippled).
Ink ownership inscription of J(oseph) C(edric) Swallow (ARIBA
1920), an architect in practice in Brentwood, Essex. A good copy.
11 (Berlage)

De Bazel, K.P.C.

Dr H.P.Berlage en zijn werk door
K.P.C. De Bazel Jan Gratama Dr Jan
Kalf J.E.Van der Pek R.N.Roland
Horst J.F.Staal jr Dr Albert Verwey &
Prof.Dr.W.Vogelsang.
Rotterdam, W.L. & J.Brusse’s
Uitgeversmaatschappij 1916

£240

One of 75 numbered copies of the de luxe edition of this
excellent monograph on the distinguished Dutch architect
Hendrik Petrus Berlage (1856-1941), bound in original full
morocco, gilt, and signed by Berlage himself on a leaf at the
end of the volume. Publication was organised by his friends
and colleagues to mark his sixtieth birthday. It provides
illustrations of all his significant buildings and projects from
the start of his architectural career onwards, lists of his
executed works and writings, and eight introductory essays,
of which those by Gratama (on his work generally), De Bazel
(on his contribution to town planning), and Staal (on his
work as a furniture designer) are particularly interesting. The
book is listed as no.331 in the 1993 history/bibliography of the
Brusse publishing house.
4to. (6) + 132 + (2) + (4)pp, 164 photo ills on plates (some doublepage). No.50 of an edition of 75 copies, signed by the author, and
bound in publisher’s gilt stamped morocco, all edges gilt (a little
bumped at one outer corner, and slightly chipped at foot of spine).

12 Berlepsch-Valendas,

H.E.

Bauernhaus und Arbeiterwohnung
in England. Eine Reisestudie.
Stuttgart, J. Englehorn nd (1905?).

£495.00

A handsome publication by a Swiss architect which provides
one of the most attractive contemporary accounts of the
housing built for their employees by the Cadbury family
at Bournville and by W. H. Lever (Lord Leverhulme) at Port
Sunlight, with a well-organised text and evocative plates of
house designs by W. A. Harvey at Bournville and by Grayson &
Ould, Maurice Adams, etc. at Port Sunlight. A footnote on p.10
reveals that the author was a friend of Walter Crane.
Folio. 18+(2)pp, 20 plates, 37 text ills, some photo. Publisher’s
quarter cloth portfolio, with decorative front cover in Art Nouveau
style. A good copy.

13 Bevan,

Robert

The destruction of memory.
Architecture at war.
London, Reaktion Books 2006.

£25

A powerful indictment of man’s inhumanity to other mens’
built environment, especially prevalent when issues of race
and religious belief are involved. The author’s descriptions
of the destruction of historic buildings not just during the
Second World War but in such recent conflicts as the wars
across former Yugoslavia in the 1990s should be necessary
reading for every one.
8vo. 240pp, many photo ills. Publisher’s cloth, in dustwrapper.
Gavin Stamp’s copy, with his booklabel.

14 Blondel,

(Jean) François

Fragmens d’architecture et dessins
des croisées qui décorent les
façades du Louvre, présentés à
Monsieur le Marquis de Marigny.
(No imprint, but Paris, the author 1755).

£1,950

A very rare volume, printed in a very large format and in a
small number of copies at the author’s own expense. It should
be noted that on the volume’s title leaf the author is described
as François Blondel only, leading the compilers of the British
Architectural Library Catalogue to attribute this publication,
incorrectly, to the architect Jacques-François Blondel (17051774), and Prof.Dora Wiebenson to attribute it, more strangely,
to the seventeenth-century architect François Blondel (16181686), in her catalogue of the French architectural books in
the Millard collection (Millard, French Books 113, bound up as
part of a composite volume).
There is however no doubt that its actual author was JeanFrançois Blondel (1683-1756), Jacques-François Blondel’s
uncle. Jean-François Blondel’s career as an architect had seen

7

12

him obtain architectural commissions in Paris, Geneva and
Rouen, and he had been sufficiently esteemed by his fellow
architectural practitioners in Paris to have been elected as a
member of the Académie Royale d’Architecture in 1728, as
well as being appointed an Architecte du Roi by Louis XV.
The minutes of the Académie record that Blondel exhibited

8

14

engravings of three of the “croisées” (sculptured window
embrasures) of the Louvre at a meeting on 23 June 1749, and
a copy of his completed volume to a meeting on 1 December
1755.
The minutes of the meeting in 1755 record that Blondel,
following the example of every architect and admirer of

9

beautiful architecture, had always regarded the Louvre and all
its component architectural parts as the most beautiful model
of noble and properly understood architecture, and the
present publication very clearly reflects the respect in which
eighteenth-century French architects held the Louvre in
general and, more particularly, its east wing as built from the
1660s onwards to designs by Claude Perrault (Blondel’s plates
illustrate details taken from Perrault’s peristyle as well as the
facade of the principal entrance to the Louvre as designed by
Perrault).
We have not previously handled a copy of this title and
although there is a copy of it in the British Architectural
Library (BAL Cat 299, wrongly attributed to Blondel’s nephew,
as indicated above, on the basis of an incorrect statement in
a book on the younger Blondel published in 1860), copies are
hard to find outside older specialist libraries.
Large folio. (2)ff, 12 engraved plates (one folded at foot).
Contemporary mottled calf, spine with old repairs at head and foot.
15 Bosse,

A(braham)

La pratique du trait a preuves, de
M.Desargues Lyonnois, pour la
coupe des pierres en l’architecture.
Paris, “de l’imprimerie de Pierre DesHayes, Rue de la Harpe, à la Roze Rouge”
1643.

£4,900

10

First and only edition of this illustrated treatise explaining the
geometry-based method for cutting stones for use in building
which had recently been devised by the French mathematician
Girard Desargues (1591-1661), a native of Lyon. Stone cutting
was still at that date a vital skill needing to be understood
by those involved in architectural design, and this is one of
a number of significant treatises on the topic published in
France during the seventeenth century. The book’s author, the
engraver Abraham Bosse, was a personal friend and strong
supporter of Desargues, and after an introductory text the
book offers 114 exercises showing how stone should best be
cut, each illustrated by an accompanying outline engraved
diagram supplied by Bosse. As has been the case with
many innovators, Desargues had antagonised stonemasons
working in traditional methods, and Bosse’s volume includes
(pp 51-5) a personal statement by Desargues in which he
prints an affidavit by leading Parisian stonemasons denying a
fabricated story that Desargues’s method had been deemed
“trop chimerique et extravagant” to be followed. BAL Cat 339 ;
Berlin Cat 2540 ; Fowler Cat 55.
The present copy derives from the celebrated De Thou
family library, with the gilt arms of the famous historian and
book collector Jacques Auguste de Thou (1553-1617) and of
his second wife Gasparde de la Chastre on the upper and
lower copies, but bound thus for their surviving son Jacques
Auguste de Thou II (1609-1677). What had happened after
the elder De Thou’s death was that his library had remained
in communal De Thou family ownership, under the expert
supervision of the librarian brothers Pierre and Jacques
Dupuy, until the execution for treason in 1642 of De Thou’s
elder son, at which point the sole ownership of the library
had devolved on Jacques Auguste de Thou II. This is therefore
one of a relatively small number of books in the library which
because of its publication date can definitely be proved to
have been bound for the younger J.A. de Thou.
Our copy was still in the De Thou library in 1679, when this
copy is listed on p.122 of the Catalogus Bibliothecae Thuanae,
edited by Joseph Quesnel from the Dupuy brothers’ notes,
and published in that year, and it was doubtless sold with the
rest of the library in 1680 to the Marquis de Ménars. The De
Thou holdings of printed books remained more or less intact
under the successive ownerships of the Marquis de Ménars
and of the Soubise family until dispersed by auction as part
of the Soubise library in 1789, and if the present copy was still
in Soubise possession in 1789, “M.Joly de Fleuri”, described
by a pencil note in it as a later owner, is most probably Jean
François Joly de Fleury (1718-1802), Minister of Finance for

15
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Louis XVI in the early 1780s.
As book collectors in this field will know, it is unusual to
find older architectural books which derive from the great
libraries of the past, and the present title is certainly the first
architectural title we have noticed in a De Thou armorial
binding.
8vo. Engraved frontispiece, (8) + 56 + (114)pp, 114 plates (the
first plate is printed on the verso of an engraved part title leaf).
Contemporary full calf, gilt, with gilt arms of Jacques Auguste
de Thou and his second wife on upper and lower covers, and
gilt monogram of Jacques Auguste de Thou in compartments of
spine. Some minor cracking at head and foot of joints of spine,
but volume is soundly bound. Seventeenth century ink shelfmark
“Vesb.7.4.e.85” on front pastedown endpaper. Late eighteenth or
early nineteenth century pencil note on rear pastedown endpaper
reads “exemplaire provenant de la bibliotheque de M.Joly de
Fleuri”.
16 Byne,

Mildred

Arthur (and) Stapley,

Provincial houses in Spain.
New York, William Helburn Inc 1925.

£340

Still well worth having for its many excellent photo illustrations
of vernacular domestic buildings in Andalusia, Castile, other
regions of mainland Spain, and Majorca, mainly of 15th - 17th
century date. The present copy derives from the office library
of a firm of architects in Cape Town, South Africa, and it can be
speculated that features drawn from older Spanish vernacular
architecture offered acceptable variations on the Cape Dutch
style for the firm’s South African clients.
Large folio. (20)pp, 190 plates (mainly photo but including
reproductions of measured drawings). Publisher’s cloth, bumped
at outer corners and at head and foot of spine. From the library
of Walgate and Elsworth, architects, Cape Town, South Africa, with
their neat ownership stamp on half title leaf.

17 Byne,

Mildred

Arthur, & Stapley,

Spanish architecture of the
sixteenth century. General view of
the Plateresque and Herrera styles.
New York and London, G.P.Putnam’s
Sons 1917.

A major monograph on Spanish architecture of the sixteenth
century, introducing its readers to all the most significant
buildings and architects of the period.
Small folio. xxii + 436pp, photo frontispiece, 80 photo plates, 140
text ills (mostly photo). Publisher’s cloth. No ownership inscription
but John Bury’s copy.

£110
18 (Cambridge)

The Cambridge guide, including
historical and architectural notices
of the public buildings, and a
concise account of the customs and
ceremonies of the University ... a
new edition. Illustrated by thirtytwo beautiful engravings, from
drawings by Mackenzie.

A well-organised and competently compiled guide book
to Cambridge, focusing on the University buildings and the
individual colleges.
8vo. xv + (1) + 232pp, folding engraved plan, (32) images of
buildings on (8) engraved plates. Contemporary panelled
morocco, stamped in gilt “Cambridge Guide” on upper cover. Ink
ownership inscription of Mary Jane Littledale, July 1838, on half title
leaf. Recently Gavin Stamp’s copy, with his booklabel.

Cambridge, for J. & J.Deighton (and
others) 1837.

£85
19 Caveda,

Jose

Ensayo historico sobre los diversos
generos de arquitectura empleados
en Espana desde la dominacion
Romana hasta nuestros dias ...
publicado de Real orden.
Madrid, “Imprenta de D.Santiago
Saunaque” 1848.

£280
12

Of some merit as the first history of Spanish architecture
written by an author who was aware of writings on
architectural history by contemporary scholars in other
European countries. This is especially relevant to Caveda’s
chapters on Romanesque and Gothic architecture, where he
endeavours to establish accurate datings for some of Spain’s
oldest surviving churches ; the topic was one of particular
interest to him, since he was a native of the Asturias region, on
Spain’s north coast, and most of the churches involved were
concentrated either in Asturias or in neighbouring Leon.

G.E.Street, author twenty years later of what was to become
the standard English-language book on Spanish architecture,
was not greatly impressed by what Caveda has to say, but
it is relevant that Caveda (1796-1882) was not an architect
but an administrator and writer, and he deserves credit for
providing what is in general a very acceptable narrative
of the whole sweep of Spanish architecture from Roman
times to the “segunda restauracion de la arquitectura grecoRomana”, exemplified in the work of such late eighteenth
century architects as Juan de Villanueva and Silvestre Perez.
He appends a copy of a report by himself and two colleagues
dated 16 September 1846 in which they advocate, and set
out guidelines for, a survey of the surviving buildings of
architectural merit in each province of Spain.
Caveda’s political opinions were liberal, and the present
copy of the book carries a presentation inscription from him
to Andres Borrego (1802-1891), a journalist who made his
reputation from the 1830s onwards as editor of a succession of
newspapers and periodicals advocating progressive policies.
Although the condition of our copy might well be better (see
the description below), it is interesting that it was printed on
a rather ordinary paper stock, and that even a presentation
copy such as the present one was issued in rather flimsy paper
wrappers. It was thus not in any sense a vanity publication
aimed at a small elite, but one that was no doubt intended
to circulate widely, and the statement on its title leaf that it
was published “de Real orden” (by royal order) suggests that it
was issued with the specific purpose of encouraging general
public interest in Spain’s architectural heritage. Bonet Correa
64.
4to. 544 + (6)pp. Contemporary paper wrappers, rebacked with
matching paper spine. Author’s presentation copy to Andres
Borrego, with ink presentation inscription on half title leaf. Half title
leaf, title leaf, and errata leaf (at end of volume) rather spotted and
soiled, with some light spotting elsewhere, and first few signatures
of volume affected by old light stains at lower margin and lower
outer corner (the staining is faint after p.32 and disappears after
p.64). Slight curling of page edges at outer corners.
20 Chaney,

Edward

Inigo Jones’s ‘Roman sketchbook’.
(No place of publication), The
Roxburghe Club 2006.

£240

A handsome new facsimile reprint of this celebrated surviving
illustrated sketchbook by Inigo Jones, acquired and used
by him as a notebook when in Rome in 1614, with further
notes and sketch drawings added by him (as Professor
Chaney argues) on his return to England in 1615, and further
accomplished sketch drawings of human faces and of other
parts of the human body added much later in Jones’s life to fill
up the remaining blank pages. The sketchbook was inherited
from Lord Burlington by the then Duke of Devonshire in
1753 and is still at Chatsworth today (it is now the property
of the Chatsworth Trust). This facsimile supersedes the
earlier facsimile printing of the sketchbook, excellent for
its date, commissioned for private circulation by the 6th
Duke of Devonshire in 1831, and has the advantage that it is
accompanied by a substantial accompanying explanatory text
by Chaney.
The present copy is one of 300 copies printed in addition to
the forty-two copies intended for distribution to the members
of the Roxburghe Club itself.
4to. 2 vols. (2) + 78ff (facsimile reprint of sketchbook) ; (10) + 250pp.
Publisher’s cloth.
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21 (Christopher

Columbus
Memorial Lighthouse
Competition) Kelsey, Albert

Program and rules of the second
competition for the selection of
an architect for the monumental
lighthouse which the nations of the
world will erect in the Dominican
Republic to the memory of
Christopher Columbus. Together
with the report of the international
jury, the premiated and many
other designs submitted in the first
contest.
(No place of publication), “issued by the
Pan-American Union” 1930.

Although this volume prints the programme and rules for
the second stage in the Columbus Memorial Lighthouse
Competition, its real interest is that it is the only extensive
published record of the designs submitted by a worldwide
selection of architects in the first stage of the competition,
completed in April 1929. It provides illustrations of the
ten prize winning designs and of ten other designs which
received honourable mention, while eighty-six other designs
are illustrated and discussed in a commentary and report
by the American architect Albert Kelsey, the competition’s
technical adviser. The most striking of the designs featured are
by the Russian constructivist architects Melnikov and Tarasov,
but there are also able and inventive designs by many Italian,
Spanish and Latin American architects, as well as by architects
from the United States, France, Germany and England.
Folio. 187 + (1)pp, many photo text ills (some colour), 2 folding
plans. Publisher’s cloth, original embossed gilt device on upper
cover. A good copy.

£550
22 Chueca

Goitia, Fernando

La catedral de Valladolid. Una
pagina del siglo de oro de la
arquitectura Espanola.
Madrid, 1947.

Scholarly monograph, very good for its date, on the cathedral
of Valladolid, designed in an Italian renaissance style in the
1580s by Juan de Herrera, although not completed until the
eighteenth century.
Small folio. 240pp, photo frontispiece, 50 photo plates, 41 text ills.
Publisher’s cloth. No ownership inscription but John Bury’s copy.

£65
23 Collins,

Peter

Concrete the vision of a new
architecture. A study of Auguste
Perret and his precursors.
London, Faber & Faber 1959.

£65

8vo. 307 + (1)pp, 104 photo plates. Publisher’s cloth, in dustwrapper
(the wrapper a little torn and abraded at outer margins). Brian
Housden’s copy.

24 Cordero

Giulio

First edition of Collins’s admirable study of the history of
construction in concrete from the end of the eighteenth
century onwards, particularly valuable since it concentrates on
the use of concrete in architecture rather than in engineering
projects. It also provides a very full and appreciative account
of Auguste Perret and of his contribution to the aesthetics of
building design in concrete.

di S(an) Quintino,

Dell’Italiana architettura durante
la dominazione Longobarda
ragionamento.
Brescia, Nicolò Bettoni 1829.

£385

An unfamiliar book which offers one of the earliest overall
surveys of architecture in Italy between the fall of the
Roman empire and the eleventh century, discussing the
extant buildings of the period in the context both of later
Roman architecture and of contemporary architecture in
other European countries. The author, Giulio Cordero di San
Quintino (1778-1857), antiquary, Egyptologist and numismatist,
shows a good knowledge of the existing printed literature on
the subject by such authors as Seroux d’Agincourt, but is most
interesting when he discusses buildings of the period with
which he was personally familiar, in such cities as Lucca and
Torino. The manuscript on which the present book is based
had been awarded a prize by the Ateneo di Brescia in 1828.
Not in BAL Cat.
8vo. 319 + (1)pp, 1 folding litho plate (the plate slightly browned).
Publisher’s printed wrappers. A good, clean, untrimmed copy.

25 Craig,

Edward Gordon (ed)

The Mask. A quarterly journal of
the art of the theatre. Volume Four,
1911-1912.
Florence (Italy), “The Mask” Offices,
Arena Goldoni (1911-2).

A complete copy of Volume 4 of Edward Gordon Craig’s
periodical The Mask, in its original printing and in its original
vellum binding, and as such sought-after.
Large 8vo. Photogravure portrait frontispiece (Edward Gordon
Craig), (8) + 358 + (2)pp, many woodcut ills, some on plates
additional to pagination, also other plates with photo reproductions
of design drawings. Original full vellum, page edges untrimmed.

£320
15

25
26 (Craven,

Hon.Keppel Richard)

Italian scenes : a series of
interesting delineations of
remarkable views, and of the most
celebrated remains of antiquity
(etc).
London, John Walker 1825.

£680
16

First and only edition of this scarce volume of engraved views
of sites and landscapes in the kingdom of Naples in Southern
Italy, and of some of the most celebrated ancient temples,
columns and monuments in Rome itself. Keppel Craven
(1779-1851), responsible as an artist for the views on which
the engravings of South Italian scenes are based, as well as
for all the volume’s accompanying text, had been brought
up on the European continent after his mother had left his
father, Lord Craven, for her lover, the Margrave of Ansbach,
and spent much of his adult life in Naples, where his mother
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had eventually settled. While in Naples Craven was to become
a close friend of Sir William Gell, antiquary and writer on
Pompeii, and the present volume, in which the first thirteen
engraved plates provide attractive views of previously little
known sites in Southern Italy, will have had obvious appeal
for prospective English travellers to that part of Europe. The
remaining plates, illustrating Vesuvius, Etna, the Colosseum,
the Arches of Constantine and Titus, and so on, are in the
tradition of earlier Grand Tour publications and are likely to
have been copied from eighteenth century originals.
The present copy is shown by inscriptions on its upper
cover to have belonged to Sir Herbert Taylor (1775-1839),
King William IV’s indispensable private secretary during the
controversial passage of parliamentary reform in the early
1830s.
Large 8vo. (29)ff (text printed on rectos only), (27) engraved plates.
Original boards, with publisher’s printed labels on upper cover
and on spine, a little worn at head and foot of spine and at outer
corners. Contemporary ink ownership inscription of Sir Herbert
Taylor on upper cover, with his autograph ink inscription “ H
Taylor” below. A little light spotting on plates, chiefly at blank outer
margins, but the text pages fresh and clean throughout. A good,
unrestored copy.
27 Cunningham, Peter (and others)

Inigo Jones. A life of the architect;
by Peter Cunningham, Esq.
Remarks on some of his sketches
for masques and dramas ; by
J.R.Planché, Esq. And five court
masques ; edited from the original
MSS of Ben Jonson, John Marston,
etc. by J.Payne Collier, Esq.
London, “printed for the Shakespeare
Society” 1848.

£95

The biographical account of Inigo Jones written for this
volume by the London-based writer and literary critic Peter
Cunningham (1816-1869) has been overtaken by subsequent
research, but it is proper to note that it is based on archival
source material not previously utilised and fully deserves its
place in the literature on Jones. The facsimile reproductions
of Jones’s designs for the costumes to be worn in court
masques are taken from Jones’s original drawings then in the
possession of the Duke of Devonshire, and are commented on
in part by Planché and in part in Payne Collier’s introduction
to the volume as a whole.
8vo. xxi + (3) + 148pp, engraved portrait frontispiece, (15) litho
plates (facsimile reproductions of sketches by Inigo Jones for
costume designs). Publisher’s blind-stamped cloth. Some spotting
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on frontispiece (as usual) and the outer corners a little bumped,
but a good, bright copy.
28 (Cuypers)

Berens, Hetty (ed)

P.J.H.Cuypers (1827-1921). The
complete works.
(Rotterdam), NAI Publishers 2007.

£75

A very substantial volume, providing ten introductory essays
and an illustrated catalogue of Cuypers’ executed works
and projects. Cuypers is most famous as the architect of the
Rijksmuseum and of the Central Station in Amsterdam, but
was also responsible for many Roman Catholic churches in
the Netherlands, designed by him in Gothic Revival style,
and was involved in numerous projects for the restoration of
existing historic buildings.
Large 4to. 399 + (1)pp, many colour photo ills. Publisher’s cloth, in
dustwrapper. No ownership inscription, but Gavin Stamp’s copy.

29 David

Delaire

de Penanrun, Roux, &

1819-1894. Les architectes élèves de
l’Ecole des Beaux-Arts. Préface de
Charles Garnier.
Paris, Imprimerie Chaix 1895.

£95

First edition of this very helpful volume, providing short
biographical resumes of the careers of all architectural
students at the Ecole des Beaux Arts from 1819 onwards, and
lists of all the winners of its prize competitions. An enlarged
second edition was published in 1907, but a continuing merit
of this edition is that it prints the texts of the regulations
under which the Ecole des Beaux Arts was administered
in their various nineteenth century versions, including the
controversial regulations put in place in 1863 and 1864, while
the edition of 1907 only prints the regulations that were in
force in 1907.
8vo. Decorative engraved title leaf, (4) + xiv + 317 + (3)pp, viii + (2)
+82pp building trade adverts. Contemporary cloth.

30 De

Fries, H(einrich) (ed.)

Moderne Villen und Landhäuser.
Berlin, Ernst Wasmuth A.G. 1924.

£110

A selection of well-reproduced photo illustrations of recent
designs for villas and country houses by admired architects of
the period, including Peter Behrens, Dudok, Josef Hoffmann,
the Luckhardt brothers, Mendelsohn, Muthesius, and Oud.
Jaeger 0569.
Folio. xii + (2)pp, 232pp of photo ills, also colour frontispiece and
1 colour plate. Publisher’s cloth, a little abraded at head and foot
of spine.
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31 De

Kay, Charles

Barye. Life and works of Antoine
Louis Barye sculptor with eightysix wood-cuts artotypes and prints
in memory of an exhibition of his
bronzes paintings and water-colors
held at New-York in aid of the fund
for his monument at Paris.
New York, “published by the Barye
Monument Association”, November
1889.

£250

Excellent illustrated study of the life and executed works
of Antoine-Louis Barye (1795-1875), one of the best-known
French “animalier” sculptors of the nineteenth century. One
of Barye’s greatest admirers was the American businessman
William Thompson Walters (1819-1894), whose art collection,
refined by his son, is now housed in the Walters Art Museum
in Baltimore, Maryland, and it was Walters and other
American enthusiasts for Barye’s work who organised an
impressive exhibition of work by Barye and by some of his
French contemporaries in New York in the winter of 1889-90.
The present volume, issued in a limited edition of 525 copies
at the same date, was written by Charles de Kay (1848-1935),
the New York Times’s art critic.
The copy that we offer here derives from the library of the
late John Bury (1917-2017), and it was something of a puzzle
to us why he should have owned a book of which the subject
matter was remote from his own particular spheres of interest.
A little investigation revealed that Bury’s mother, Phyllis De
Kay, was Charles De Kay’s daughter, and that Charles De Kay
was therefore Bury’s maternal grandfather (Bury’s paternal
grandfather, as explained elsewhere in this catalogue, was
John Bagnell Bury, the eminent classical historian). The
family connection with De Kay certainly accounts for the fact
that John Bury, as evidenced by an invoice inside this copy,
went to the trouble of having the inherently weak hinges of
its spine repaired by the distinguished book binder Bernard
Middleton.
4to. xi + (1) + 158 + (2)pp, 86 illustrations, of which no.1 is engraved
portrait frontispiece, no.2 is engraved title leaf vignette, nos
40, 66, 81, 83, 84 and 86 are woodcut text ills, and the remaining
78 illustrations are printed on 77 separate numbered plates (nos
9 and 10 are on the same plate). The plates are chiefly “artotype”
photographic illustrations of sculptures by Barye, but also include
photogravure reproductions of woodcut illustrations of other
sculptures by him. Publisher’s full imitation vellum, slightly soiled
and weak at hinges of spine (as is customary with this book), the
book’s pages untrimmed at outer edges. No. 513 of an edition of
525 copies, numbered and initialed in red ink by the author. Book
label of John Bury.

32 (De

Wailly) Lavallée, Joseph

Notice historique sur Charles
Dewailly, architecte, membre
de l’Institut National ... mort
le 12 Brumaire An 7, lue à la
séance publique de la Société
Polytechnique , le 20 Brumaire An
7, et à la séance de rentrée du Lycée
Republicain , le 1er Frimaire de la
même année.
Paris, Imprimerie de la Société des Amis
des Arts, An VII (1799).

£185

An essential contemporary printed source for the career of
the eminent French architect Charles de Wailly (1730-1798),
providing the text of the speech in his honour delivered
a few days after his death by his friend Joseph Lavallée.
Lavallée based his remarks both on his own knowledge and
on information supplied to him by De Wailly’s family, and
was clearly displeased at criticisms of them made by a rival
contemporary obituarist, “le citoyen Clément, architecte”, as
is shown by supplementary notes printed at the end of the
speech itself. Clément is described by Lavallée as an intimate
friend of the architect Peyre fils, with whose father De Wailly
had been associated in the design of the Odéon theatre in
Paris, and Lavallée takes pains in his notes to maintain that
in his speech he had treated both the elder Peyre and the
architect Moreau-Desproux fairly. Our present copy has an
old stain at its outer lower blank corner, and the ownership
stamps of two previous private owners (see description
below), but this is a very scarce publication and is worth
having in almost any condition. Not in BAL Cat.
8vo. 48pp. Early nineteenth-century wrappers, with recent
inscription “Charles de Wailly architecte” written in biro on upper
cover. Early twentieth-century circular ownership stamp of GuillonCha(b?)es on title leaf, and the neat circular ownership stamps of
another late nineteenth-century or early twentieth century book
collector at outer blank lower corners of pp 7, 17 and 31. An old
light stain at outer blank lower corners of text pages, and the last
few leaves creased at the same outer corner.
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33 Donaldson, Thomas

Leverton

Architectural maxims and
theorems in elucidation of some
of the principles of design and
construction : and lecture on the
education and character of the
architect.
London, J.Weale for the author 1847.

£150

The only edition of a scarce and intriguing book which
publishes one hundred and fifty aphorisms on architecture
culled from Donaldson’s extensive reading and personal
contacts (“ to be rich without profusion, simple without
barrenness, is the great aim of an architect, said ... Percier to
me in 1822”), coupled with the text of a lecture to students at
University College, London, in which he discusses the role of
the architect in exalted terms.
The present copy contains, bound at the end, the
prospectus, dated July 1847, published for the lecture
courses delivered at the Department of Civil Engineering and
Architecture at University College, London (as in the copy of
this title listed in our Cat 1, item 43). We have had one further
copy through our hands during the last thirty years (our Cat 24,
item 30), and all have carried presentation inscriptions from
Donaldson. Frederick Garrard (1837-1893), recipient of the
present copy, worked as an architectural pupil in the office of
the distinguished Victorian architect George Edmund Street,
but is chiefly remembered as a manufacturer of artistic tiles at
the Millwall Pottery in London’s East End.
8vo. xii + 105 + (3) + 9 + (1)pp, errata slip. Publisher’s cloth, a
little bumped at head and foot of spine and at outer corners,
also a small tear to cloth surface of outer margin of upper cover.
Ink presentation inscription on half title leaf from Donaldson to
Frederick Garrard, February 1857.

34 (Donaldson, Thomas

Leverton)

Institute of British Architects.
Questions upon various subjects
connected with architecture,
suggested for the direction of
correspondents and travellers,
and for the purpose of eliciting
uniformity of observation
and intelligence in their
communications to the Institute.
London, G.Woodfall 1835.

£280

A scarce pamphlet, compiled by the Royal Institute of British
Architects’ senior Honorary Secretary, Thomas Leverton
Donaldson, as an aide in collecting “the mass of professional
information, which it is the aim of the Institute to elicit
and concentrate for the beneit of all”. Donaldson (17951885), himself an architect and later to become Professor
of Architecture at University College, London, directs his
readers to the salient features of particular types of buildings
and to the importance of taking accurate notes of details of
their construction. He also encourages architects travelling
on the European continent to list editions or manuscripts of
Vitruvius that they may find in foreign libraries, and to look
out for drawings by famous architects of the past. BAL Cat 2868
(under heading Royal Institute of British Architects).
8vo. 28pp. Mid twentieth century quarter morocco, marbled
boards. Formerly in the stock of the Weinreb firm, with their pencil
acquisition code for March 1967.

35 Ecole

Nationale Supérieure
des Beaux-Arts (eds)

Paris - Rome - Athens. Le voyage en
Gréce des architectes français aux
XIXe et XXe siècles.
Paris, Ecole Nationale Supérieure des
Beaux-Arts 1986.

Well-illustrated catalogue to the exhibition held in Paris,
Athens and the USA of studies of architectural subjects by
French architects travelling in Greece, with accompanying
essays.
4to. 436 + (4)pp, numerous colour & b+w text ills. Publisher’s
pictorial wrappers. Gavin Stamp’s copy, with his booklabel.

£48
36 Elsam,

Richard

The gentleman and builder’s
assistant : containing a list of prices
of the several artificers works
usually employed in building.
Together, with some obversations
on the customs of measuring in
Ireland, which, in many instances,
tend not only to injure the
employer but the employed.
Londonderry, “printed and sold by
20

First and only edition. A great rarity which we believe to have
been the only architectural book to have been published in
Northern Ireland before 1840 (a look at the index volume to
the BAL Catalogue reveals architectural books with Dublin
and Limerick imprints, but no books printed in Belfast,
Londonderry or at any other Ulster town). Its existence
stems from the fact that its author, Richard Elsam, an English
architect described by the late Sir Howard Colvin as “a
quarrelsome character, whose career was marked by frequent
disagreements with his clients and others”, had migrated to
Ireland at some point in the first decade of the nineteenth
century, initially settling in Londonderry before moving to
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Samuel Boyd ; and may be had of
the author, at his office, corner of
Bishop-street, Derry” (and from named
booksellers in Dublin, Belfast, Strabane,
Dungannon, Coleraine and Armagh, as
well as from “the principal booksellers in
Ireland”), 1808.

£1,975

Dublin. His career in Ireland seems to have been unproductive
of architectural commissions - his design for the Free School
at Londonderry, featured as this volume’s frontispiece, does
not seem to have been executed, and Colvin records only
two other Irish buildings by him, an ornamental cottage in
Co.Tipperary and the County Prison at Cavan, Co.Cavan - but
his short stay at Londonderry did give rise to the book that we
offer here.
The book takes the customary form of a late eighteenthcentury or early nineteenth century builder’s price book, with
tables of costings for carpenters and joiners’ work, “masons
bricklayers and stonecutters works”, and so on, but each
section of tables has a section of introductory text, and in
these Elsam publicises “Sir George Wright’s patent machine
for cutting circular stone”, available from Wright, Hill & Co in
Dublin, and “Parker’s Patent Cement”, as well as flagging up
matters of particular Irish interest.
More significantly, Elsam provides a lengthy introduction
on what he sees as the proper manner in which to measure
up carpenters and joiners’ work, and a preface in which he
discusses the role that an architect should play in the building
process, referring in this context to his having had “an able
and intelligent master” (”Mr.Browne, his Majesty’s Architect
at Kew”) and to his “twenty years experience, in different
counties of England and Wales”.
The list of subscribers printed at the end of the volume
runs to 52 names only, all resident in Derry or elsewhere in
the north of Ireland, who subscribed between them for no
more than 95 copies, and the number of copies of the book
printed will have been small. No copy of this title is held in the
British Library or in the British Architectural Library.
8vo. 168pp, iv pp list of contents, leaf with list of subscribers, errata
leaf, and sepia aquatint frontispiece captioned “Perspective View
of the Free School now erecting at Londonderry”.
Original paper wrappers, with original orange label on front cover
carrying printed inscription “Elsam’s Gentleman’s and Builder’s
Assistant”, the wrappers frayed at outer margins and the paper
stripped from the volume’s spine. An old stain at outer margin of
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p.163 onwards to end of volume, slightly extending into printed
area of list of contents and of the two following printed leaves, but
an otherwise clean, untrimmed copy as issued, with no modern
restoration.
37 Emlyn,

Henry

Artificers bills for work done for
His Majesty in St.George’s Chapel
Windsor Castle from August the
8th 1785 to November the 9th 1791
both inclusive (title given thus on
contemporary pen and ink label
affixed to upper cover).
(1791).

£1,950

The architect and master builder Henry Emlyn’s personal
copy of the final summarised building accounts for the
restoration of St.George’s Chapel, Windsor between August
1785 and November 1791. It divides the costs incurred into
five chronological periods, distinguishing the bills for joiners’
and carvers’ work, evidently prepared by Emlyn himself and
itemised here in considerable detail, from the bills submitted
by other tradesmen (stonemason, smith, plumber, glazier),
for which totals only are given. On the final page there is a
breakdown of those bills settled by “Dr.Fisher” (John Fisher,
subsequently Bishop successively of Exeter and Salisbury,
but at that time Canon Residentiary and Chapter Treasurer of
Windsor) and of those settled by Emlyn himself, all “by Order
of the King” (King George III, who was paying the costs of the
restoration from his own pocket). It is noted in relation to the
bills for joiners’ and carvers’ work that on these “ no profit has
been charg’d”, and an added note in Emlyn’s own handwriting
records that “For my Attendance and Direction of the Work no
charge has been made”.
Although the document is evidently in the handwriting of
a clerk, it is apparent that it was prepared on Henry Emlyn’s
instructions as a retrospective summary of the successful sixyear building campaign during which the interior of the chapel
was comprehensively restored and refitted, with a new Gothic
style organ gallery in Coade stone, matching new woodwork
in a similar style, and extensive repairs to the chapel’s existing
East Window, the stalls of the Knights of the Garter, and so
on. By this time all the bills had clearly been paid, and Emlyn’s
principal motivation for having this summary drawn up was
presumably his legitimate pride in having directed a project
which was both prestigious in itself and personally approved
and financed by George III.
It is credible that Emlyn may have deposited other copies of
this summary with the Windsor Chapter and the King, but the
present copy, which seems to have descended via Emlyn’s sonin-law Capel Lofft, is the only one ever likely to be available for
purchase.
Folio. (6)pp on 4ff, two further blank leaves bound in. Manuscript
in pen and ink, with Henry Emlyn’s signature and an added note in
his hand at foot of final page. Contemporary marbled wrappers. A
small ink stain towards foot of outer margin.

38 (Escriva,

Pedro Luis)
(Mariategui, Eduardo, ed.)

Apologia en excusacion y favor
de las fabricas del reino de
Napoles por el Comendador
Scriba. Manuscrito del siglo XVIo,
publicado ahora por primera
vez ... por el Coronel D.Eduardo
Mariategui Comandante de
Ingenieros.
Madrid, “en la imprenta del Memorial de
Ingenieros” 1878.

£140

The first (and only ?) published edition of this discussion,
in dialogue form, of the principles involved in the design of
military fortifications, printed from a surviving manuscript
in the Biblioteca Nacional, Madrid. The manuscript’s author,
Pedro Luis Escriva (c.1480 - living 1538), a Spaniard from
Valencia, was employed as a military engineer in the kingdom
of Naples, under Spanish rule from 1504 onwards, and in this
role he had designed the very impressive surviving Forte
Spagnolo at L’Aquila (Abruzzo), as well as rebuilding to his
own designs, innovative at the time, the equally impressive
Castel Sant’Elmo overlooking the city of Naples, now
preserved as a museum and exhibition centre. His Apologia
is thus directly based on his practical experience and he
refers throughout it to features of his design for the Castel
Sant’Elmo. This makes it one of the very earliest treatises on
military architecture to have been written by an author with
direct personal experience of fortification design.
8vo. xxxii + 206pp, 3 large folding litho plates. Twentieth century
cloth, morocco spine. John Bury’s copy, with his book label and
that of his son Michael Bury.
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39 (Fichera)

Francesco Fichera. Con
introduzione di Sua Eccellenza
Marcello Piacentini.
Ginevra [i.e.Geneva], Casa Editrice
Maestri dell’Architettura SA 1931.

£160
40 Foucher

du Careil, Comte,
(Louis Alexandre) & Puteaux,
L(ouis)

Les habitations ouvrières et les
constructions civiles.
Paris, Eugène Lacroix nd (1873).

£395

A good copy of this monograph on the architect Francesco
Fichera (1881-1950), architect of numerous public buildings in
monumental classical styles in his native city of Catania and
elsewhere in Sicily. The introductory text was provided by the
distinguished Roman architect Marcello Piacentini. Bilingual
text in Italian and French. Jaeger 0441.
Small 4to. xl + (2)pp, (94)pp of photo ills. Publisher’s cloth. Gavin
Stamp’s copy, with his bookplate. In good condition.

A rare publication on working-class housing, bringing
together in collected form articles previously written for the
periodical Annales du Génie Civil by Comte Louis Alexandre
Foucher de Careil (1826-1891), a philanthropic aristocrat, and
by Lucien Puteaux (1832-1896), an “architecte-constructeur”
who had developed the Batignolles district of Paris and was
a member of Paris’s municipal council under the Second
Empire and Third Republic. The volume’s periodical origin
accounts for its complex pagination, retained from part
publication in successive periodical issues, and for the very
irregular numbering of the plates, but the respective articles
by Foucher de Careil and Puteaux provide a good overview
of contemporary projects for working-class housing within
France and of the examples of working-class houses erected
for display at the International Exhibition held in Paris in 1867.
8vo. (4) + (60)pp, numbered (307)-320, (63)-68, (263)-273, (158)168, (131)-158, (13) irregularly numbered litho plates (of which 11
are folding), (8) + (10)pp publisher’s adverts. Publisher’s printed
wrappers (with a woodcut illustration of the publisher’s business
premises on the back cover), a little torn and abraded at outer
margins. A clean, fresh and partly unopened copy.
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41
41 (Freyssinet)

Grand constructions par
Freyssinet (title taken from cover
of publisher’s portfolio) (issue of
periodical L’Architecture Vivante for
Printemps/Eté 1931).
Paris, Editions Morancé (1931).

£550

A good copy of the Freyssinet issue of the periodical
L’Architecture Vivante, mainly featuring the design by the
celebrated French civil engineer Eugène Freyssinet for the
Pont de Plougastel over the river Elorn near Brest in Brittany,
with evocative photographic illustrations of the bridge’s
great concrete arches when under construction. The issue
also features his designs for the airship hangars at Orly, for a
radiator factory at Dammarie-Les-Lys (Seine et Marne), and for
a rail track repair works at Bagneux, the last an unexpectedly
impressive and powerful hangar-like structure.
4to. (16)pp, 25 plates (all but one of which are photo). Publisher’s
printed board portfolio, cloth spine, with ties. Brian Housden’s
copy. A good copy.
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42
42 (Garnier)

Morancé, Albert, &
Badovici, Jean

L’oeuvre de Tony Garnier.

Paris, Editions Albert Morancé nd (1932).

£450

First issue in book form of what had originally been a double
issue of the periodical L’Architecture Vivante for Printemps/
Eté 1932. This provides an excellent visual overview of Tony
Garnier’s skills as an architect and planner, combining
illustrations taken from his Cité Industrielle project of 1901-4
with illustrations of his major executed projects in the city of
Lyon.
4to. 35 + (1)pp (the numbered pages printed on folding sheets
and including plans and measured drawings), 50 plates (one is a
double-page folding plan accounting for plate nos 2 and 3, rest are
photo, including photo reproductions of drawings). Publisher’s
printed board portfolio, a little age-browned on covers. Brian
Housden’s copy.
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43 George,

Walter S.

The church of Saint Eirene
at Constantinople ... with an
historical notice by Alexander Van
Millingen ... and an appendix on
the monument of Porphyrios by
A.M.Woodward (and) A.J.B.Wace.
London, Oxford University Press (for
Byzantine Research Fund) nd (1912).

£360
44 (Gerson)

Hegemann, Werner

Die Architekten Brüder Gerson.
Mit einer Einleitung von Werner
Hegemann.
Berlin, Friedrich Ernst Hübsch 1928.

£180

A handsome volume which was the second monograph
in the Byzantine Research Fund series. It provides a careful
illustrated account of this well-preserved sixth-eighth century
church, which had previously attracted the attention of
Choisy. The book’s author, Walter Sykes George, a Soane
Medallist of the RIBA, writes intelligently on the church’s
vaulting and construction.
Folio. xiv + 87 + (1)pp, 29 plates (of which 2 chromolitho, 11 photo,
remainder plans and measured drawings). Publisher’s cloth,
slightly rubbed at foot of spine. Presentation copy (so described
on printed card pasted to front free endpaper).

First edition. The Gerson brothers had a substantial
architectural practice at Hamburg and Altona, originally as
designers of villas and small houses but in the 1920s branching
out into office buildings, banks and apartment blocks. Clients
included the Warburg family and competition designs dating
from 1927-8 show the influence of the modern movement. A
volume in this publisher’s Neue Werkkunst series, and not
easy to find in acceptable condition in the book trade today.
Jaeger 0031.
4to. xiii + (5)pp, 65 + (2) photo plates. Publisher’s cloth, slightly
marked on upper cover. A little internal spotting, as usual with this
title.

45 (Gocar)

Wirth, Zdenek

Josef Gocar.

Genève, Les Maîtres de l’Architecture
1930.

£85
46 Grazioli,

Pietro

De praeclaris Mediolani aedificiis
quae Aenobarbi cladem
antecesserunt dissertatio cum
duplice appendice altera de
sculpturis eiusdem urbis ... altere
de Carcere Zebedeo ... accessit
Rythmus de Mediolano jam editus,
ab eodem vero emendatus, & notis
auctus.
Milano, “in Regia Curia” 1735.

£820

The volume on the Czech architect Josef Gocar (1880-1945)
in the Geneva-published Masters of Architecture series, with
plenty of good illustrations of his buildings and unexecuted
designs from 1910 onwards. Jaeger 0443.
Small 4to. xvipp, photo portrait frontispiece, 95 photo plates.
Publisher’s decorative cloth, a little soiled. Ink ownership
inscription of a Lithuanian (?) architect, 27 May 1931. Subsequently
Gavin Stamp’s copy, with his booklabel.

Only edition of this scholarly illustrated monograph by
Pietro Grazioli (1700-1753), a Barnabite monk from Bologna,
discussing the documentary and physical evidence for the
temples, public buildings, walls, towers and gates of the
Roman Imperial period which had survived in the city of Milan
in some form or other into the early middle ages, only to be
largely destroyed in the demolition of the entire city ordered
by the Emperor Frederick Barbarossa (”Aenobarbus”) in 1162.
Of particular interest are the engraved map showing the
location both of the surviving Roman remains and of the city’s
Early Christian churches, two plates illustrating extant wall
towers, and a series of plates illustrating Roman tombstones
and sculptured bas reliefs recovered from sites within the city
walls. Cicognara 4240 ; not in Berlin Cat.
4to. (22) (including title leaf printed in red and black, with engraved
vignette) + 204 (the last four pages misnumbered 191-4) + xxiv +
(4)pp, (21) engraved plates (of which one is engraved folding
map, one other is folding and one double-page), also 2 engraved
vignettes and 2 engraved initials in text. Plate illustrating a surviving
wall tower which precedes page 25 is shaved at foot with partial
loss of ground plan of tower and caption, and the folding plate
of surviving Roman columns following p.66 has had strips of old
paper added long ago above and below its original engraved area.
Contemporary full vellum. Neat eighteenth century ink ownership
inscription “Coll.Linc.S.J.” on title leaf (i.e. copy was formerly in the
library of the Jesuit College at Linz, Austria). A good, fresh, clean
copy.
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46
47 (Guimard)

(Thiébault,
Philippe, and others)

Guimard.

Paris, Editions de la Réunion des Musées
Nationaux 1992.

£90
48 Hilberseimer,

Large 4to. 451 + (1)pp, many photo ills (some colour). Publisher’s
cloth, in dustwrapper. Gavin Stamp’s copy, with his booklabel.

Ludwig

Groszstadt Architektur.

Stuttgart, Julius Hoffman 1927.

£140

Massive catalogue for an exhibition at the Musée d’Orsay,
Paris, April - July 1992, and subsequently at Lyon. It marked the
fiftieth anniversary of the death of the architect and designer
Hector Guimard (1867-1942), famous for his celebrated design
of 1899 for the Castel Béranger in a more completely Art
Nouveau style than any of his French contemporaries.

A study of city architecture and planning by Ludwig
Hilberseimer (1885-1967), a German architect and town
planner later to teach at the Dessau Bauhaus and, as a colleague
of Mies van der Rohe, at Illinois Institute of Technology.
Hilberseimer’s organised approach to the issues involved in
urban planning was recognised by his contemporaries, and
his coverage of recent designs for apartment blocks, offices
and so on by the leading modernist architects of the period is
good. Although the wrappers of the present copy are a little
worn, and the copy itself is nothing special, a contemporary
ownership inscription shows that it belonged not long after
publication to the New Zealand-born architect Amyas Douglas
Connell (1901-1980), who as architect of High and Over, one of
the earliest fully modernist houses in Britain, and as a member
of the architectural partnership of Connell, Ward and Lucas,
was one of the key figures in British architecture in the 1930s.
Jaeger 0636.
4to.(4) + 108pp, 229 photo ills and plans. Publisher’s printed
wrappers, a little worn and faded. Ink ownership inscription of
A.D.Connell. Subsequently Brian Housden’s copy.
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49
49 Hill,

Oliver

Scottish castles of the 16th and 17th
centuries. With an introduction by
Christopher Hussey.
London, Country Life Ltd 1953.

£120

50 Hoddinott,

R.F.

Early Byzantine churches in
Macedonia and Southern Serbia. A
study of the origins and the initial
development of East Christian art.
London, Macmillan & Co Ltd 1963.

£85

A handsome and well-illustrated volume which did much to
draw to wider attention the architectural character of Scottish
castles and fortified towers of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries.
Large folio. 280pp, incl photo frontispiece and 298 photo ills,
also ground plans and maps in text. Publisher’s cloth, in pictorial
dustwrapper. Gavin Stamp’s copy, with his booklabel. One of three
books selected by Stamp from the library of Sir John Summerson
after his death, “by way of mementos of Sir John”, with two related
typed letters, signed, 5 March 1993 and 23 March 1993.

A well-illustrated survey of the surviving evidence for the
architecture and interior decoration of churches of the
early Byzantine period (fourth century - seventh century) in
Northern Greece and in the present-day Republic of North
Macedonia.
Large 4to. xxix + (1) + 262 + (2)pp, 8 colour plates, 64 photo plates,
161 text ills, 3 folding maps. Publisher’s cloth, a little wrinkled at
head of spine.
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51 (Jacobsen)

Arne Jacobsen.
Allerod, Fritz Hansen Eft. A/S 1968.

£95

Issue in book form of a special number of the periodical
Mobilia devoted to the Danish architect Arne Jacobsen (19021971), It focuses both on his architecture and on his work
as a designer of interiors and furniture, and gives particular
prominence to his design for St.Catherine’s College,
Cambridge. The text is in four languages (Danish, English,
French, German).
Oblong small folio. 87 + (1)pp, many photo ills. Publisher’s cloth.

52 Jourdain,

Margaret

The work of William Kent. Artist,
painter, designer and landscape
gardener.
London, Country Life Limited 1948.

First and only edition of Margaret Jourdain’s monograph
on Kent. She was the first writer to bring together the
rather dispersed evidence for his career, including relevant
contemporary correspondence and the full text of his will.
4to. 184pp, photo frontis, 150 photo ills, errata slip. Publisher’s
cloth,in dustwrapper.

£75
53 Kelsall,

Charles

Phantasm of an university: with
prolegomena.
London, White, Cochrane & Co. 1814.

£4,500
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A remarkable discussion about, and design for, an ideal
university by the Eton and Cambridge educated intellectual
and amateur architect Charles Kelsall (1782-1857). The book is
a work in two halves, the first comprising a critical essay on the
contemporary higher education system, the second consisting
of plans and views of Kelsall’s dream college layout. A classical
scholar, Kelsall bases most of his arguments concerning
education on Greek and Roman examples, and intends the
buildings of his ideal university to be predominantly in the
then fashionable Doric style, although some faculty buildings
are Roman-inspired, and some Saxon and Norman (“a
corruption of the Roman”). To give an appropriately different
architectural character to each part of the university complex,
Kelsall copies an Ionic column from one ancient building,
a Corinthian from another, or a bit of Venetian and a bit of
Norman and so on, with some of the results unsurprisingly
eccentric (Kelsall was of the opinion that “too servile an
imitation of Grecian architecture” would prevent architectural
progress).
The university complex was to comprise a core of faculty
buildings (six colleges: civil polity and languages, fine arts,
agriculture and manufactures, natural philosophy, moral
philosophy and mathematics), bounded on either side by
a large grove, with meandering streams and a colonnade
surrounding the University Press and a number of fountains
“as in the square of St. Peter’s at Rome”, and a large botanic
garden with an observatory and a menagerie. In addition
Kelsall provides plans for a university church (the design
derived from Rheims cathedral), a Norman chapel attached
to the College of Mathematics, plus a number of statues of
philosophers and educative friezes. For each part of the
complex he goes into details on the origins of the style he has
chosen, and every column seems to be derived from some
great building of antiquity, while he also shows knowledge
of recent classical buildings in St. Petersburg by the architect
Thomas de Thomon, which Kelsall had seen on a visit to
Russia in 1807. This stylistic ambition, along with the size of
the project, made construction of it prohibitively expensive
and Kelsall estimates that the building costs would run to
£5,000,000. Although the design was never built, Kelsall’s
scheme may have had some influence on William Wilkins’
Greek Revival design of 1827-9 for University College,
London, which although not on the same scale nor as ideally
planned as Kelsall’s design (or Wilkins’s own previous groundbreaking campus design for Downing College, Cambridge)
incorporated such features as classical statues and an
observatory, and was also founded on liberal and enlightened
principles.
A letter also survives in which James Madison, fourth
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President of the United States, thanks Kelsall for sending
him a copy of the present title, and remarks that some of
the features of the intended buildings for the University of
Virginia “bear a miniature likeness to the magnificent model
which you have designed and delineated”.
For the book’s context in contemporary architectural
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history and theory see the admiring discussion of Kelsall (“this
strangely forgotten neo-classical genius”) and his literary
output by David Watkin in his book, Thomas Hope 1769-1831
and the Neo-Classical Idea, 1968, pp 70-82.
When in 2001 we first had a copy of this title through
our hands, no copy of it had ever featured in Book Auction
Records, and it is clear that only a very limited number of
copies of it were printed and distributed. The present copy is
much the best of the three copies that we have now handled
(which we believe to be the only copies that have materialised
in the book trade over this period). BAL Cat 1649 (the BAL copy
lacks one plate).
4to. (8) + 174 + (2)pp, engraved frontispiece (statue of a seated
male figure), 4 engraved portraits on 2ff, engraved aquatint view
of site of villa of Cicero at Arpinum, 2 engraved maps, large folding
engraved ground plan of design for an University, and 14 large
folding engraved plates (numbered I-XIV) showing the University
buildings in elevation and section, also a few engraved text ills.
Contemporary full panelled calf, gilt and blind stamped, with two
minor losses of surface from lower cover, very neatly rebacked with
matching spine. Some light spotting and offsetting on the folding
ground plan and plates, as always, but otherwise a very good, clean
copy.
54 Kendall,

Henry

Jerusalem. The city plan.
Preservation and development
during the British mandate 19181948. With a foreword by General
Sir Alan Gordon Cunningham KCB
DSO MC High Commissioner for
Palestine.
London, HMSO 1948.

4to. xi + (1) + 122 + (2)pp, 192 ills on photo plates, (15) folding maps.
Publisher’s cloth, in dustwrapper. Ink ownership inscription of
John & Sylvia Reid on half title leaf. A good copy.

£110
55 Kotera,

Useful as a record of projects for the restoration and
expansion of Jerusalem during the period of the British
mandate, and, more specifically, for setting out the proposals
made by Kendall himself in a master plan for the city’s future
development that he had drawn up in 1944. Kendall also
describes the condition of the historic buildings in Jerusalem’s
Old City just before both Palestine and Jerusalem itself were
divided into territory belonging to an independent Jewish
state and territory ruled by Jordan. There are numerous
accompanying photo illustrations and maps.

Jan

Meine und meiner schüler Arbeiten
1898-1901.
Wien, Anton Schroll & Co nd (1902).

£125

Attractive illustrated record by the Czech architect Jan Kotera
(1871-1923) of a selection from the best of his own work
between 1898 and 1901 and from that of his pupils over the
same period. Kotera, the founding father of twentieth century
architecture in Czechoslovakia, had studied under Otto
Wagner in Vienna, and his work as an architect and designer
has a distinct proto-Art Nouveau character, exemplified
in designs featured here for buildings in Prague and their
interior fittings.
4to. 100pp, mostly photo ills or photo reproductions of design
drawings (some colour) by Kotera and his pupil, also (2) plates
additional to pagination printed on a different paper stock.
Publisher’s cloth, a little worn and faded. An old stain at upper
blank margin of a preliminary blank leaf, also very slightly affecting
title leaf and following two leaves, and a similar stain slightly
affecting upper blank margins of last two leaves in volume. Ink
ownership inscription dated 1920 on title leaf. Gavin Stamp’s copy,
with his bookplate (book acquired by him in Prague, 1973).

56 Kropholler,

A.J.

Uber den Kirchenbau von Heute
mit abbildungen von kirchlichen
und profanen Arbeiten des
Verfassers (title also given in Dutch).
Genf (i.e.Geneva), Verlag Meister der
Baukunst 1931.

£95
32

A volume in this Geneva publishing firm’s well-produced
Meister der Baukunst series, containing an essay on
church architecture by the Dutch architect Alexander
Jacobus Kropholler (1881-1973), and an illustrated listing of
Kropholler’s then best known buildings. Kropholler was a
Catholic convert, and the principal buildings by him featured
here are churches in Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Beverwijk and
The Hague, all of which were designed by him in a sober brick
built style much influenced by that of his older contemporary
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H.P.Berlage. Jaeger 0446.
Small 4to. xxx (including colour frontispiece and another photo
plate) + (2) + 84pp (these mainly photo ills). Publisher’s cloth. Gavin
Stamp’s copy, with his signature and booklabel.
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57 (Laugier,

Marc Antoine)

Essai sur l’architecture.
Paris, Duchesne 1753.

£850

First edition of this celebrated contribution to the theory
of architecture by the Jesuit priest Marc-Antoine Laugier
(1713-1769), in which Laugier advocated “radical primitivism,
epitomised by the hut consisting only of columns, entablature
and roof” (as the authors of the BAL Catalogue put it). Also of
particular interest are the way he supports his arguments by
examples taken from individual buildings in Paris, including
the cathedral of Notre Dame, the Louvre and the Tuileries,
and the church of St.Sulpice, and his remarks on such topics
as urban planning and garden design. In this original edition
Laugier’s name does not appear, and it was not until the issue
in 1755 of an enlarged second edition, with additional text,
an added engraved frontispiece and eight added engraved
plates, that Laugier came out publicly as the volume’s author.
This edition not in BAL Cat (the British Architectural Library,
oddly, only holds an incomplete copy of the 1755 second
edition, BAL Cat 1774, and an incomplete copy of the first
English-language edition, also published in 1755, BAL Cat
1775).
The present copy belonged to Paul Emilien Béraud
(1751-1836), a lawyer from Lyon (Rhône), who was elected
to represent Lyon in the Conseil des Cinq-Cents, France’s
functioning legislative assembly between 1795 and its
suppression by Napoleon Bonaparte in 1799. It is interesting
that Béraud should have been proud enough of his status as a
member of this body that he should have described himself in
his ownership inscription inside this copy in Latin as “missus
a Lugdunensibus”, i.e. as the elected representative of the
citizens of Lyon.
8vo. (2) + xxxi + (1) + pp iii-xiv + (2) + 293 + (11)pp, with (4)pp
approbation/privilege and an errata leaf. Contemporary mottled
calf, neatly rebacked and repaired at outer corners. Ink ownership
inscription on preliminary blank leaf of Paul Béraud, “missus a
Lugdunensibus”, An 5, with a later ink explanatory note that this
was one of the books owned by Paul Emilien Béraud, “deputé de
la ville de Lyon au Conseil des 500”. A little browned at outer edges
of text pages.

58 Law,

Henry William and Irene

The book of the Beresford Hopes.
With a preface by Viscountess
Ullswater.
London, Heath Cranton Limited 1925.

£135

The main focus of this book is on Alexander Beresford
Hope, the principal lay patron of the Gothic Revival in mid
nineteenth century England and the last non-architect to
serve as President of RIBA, but it also provides two interesting
chapters on Beresford Hope’s father, Thomas Hope, the
collector and patron of the Greek Revival style in architecture
and decoration. Co-authored by a Hope grand-daughter and
her husband, and notably difficult to find in the book trade
today.
8vo. 281 + (1)pp, 8 photo plates. Publisher’s cloth, covers unevenly
faded.

59 Lechner,

Jenö

Jenö Lechner mit einer Einleitung
vom Künstler (“with preface by the
artist”).
Geneva, Masters of Architecture Ltd 1930.

£125

One of the scarcer volumes in the “Masters of Architecture”
series, devoted to Jenö Lechner, a prominent Hungarian
architect of the inter-war period. Lechner himself provides
an autobiographical introductory text, printed both in
German and in English translation, which sets his architectural
work in its proper context: his uncle, the architect Edmund
Lechner, had been a pioneer of the Art Nouveau style, and
Jenö’s buildings also have a distinct individuality due to
his incorporation of such traditional Hungarian features as
battlemented cornices into the design of modern public
buildings and office blocks. Jaeger 0447.
Small 4to. xlii + (2)pp, incl portrait frontispiece, also 72pp of photo
ills. Publisher’s cloth, the covers age spotted, also slightly defective
at head of spine. Gavin Stamp’s copy, with his bookplate.
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60 Lethaby,

Harold

W.R., & Swainson,

The church of Sancta Sophia
Constantinople. A study of
Byzantine building.
London, Macmillan & Co. 1894.

£280

First edition of Lethaby and Swainson’s excellent book on
the church of Hagia Sophia in Constantinople, based on
the authors’ personal investigation of the building and their
familiarity with all the older literature on it. The present copy,
appropriately, was a gift from John Bagnell Bury (1861-1927),
the eminent historian of Greece, Rome and the Byzantine
empire, to his wife, in the year of the book’s publication. It
also contains, loosely inserted at the end, a gilt-decorated
Christmas card, dated December 1910, with a printed
inscription in Greek from Johannes Gennadius, at that time
Greek Ambassador in London, but better known as a scholar
and book collector.
8vo. viii + 307 + (1)pp, 75 text ills. Publisher’s cloth,with printed paper
label on spine. Ink presentation inscription from J(ohn) B(agnell)
B(ury) to his wife Jane Bury, December 1894. No subsequent
ownership inscription, but subsequently in the possession of John
Bernard Bury (1917-2017), J.B.Bury’s grandson.

61 Lever,

W.H.

The buildings erected at Port
Sunlight and Thornton Hough.
Paper read by W.H.Lever, at a
meeting of The Architectural
Association, London, March 21st,
1902.
(Port Sunlight, “printed by Lever Brothers
Limited”, for private circulation), 1902.

£105

Illustrated text of a lecture delivered at the Architectural
Association in March 1902 by William Hesketh Lever,
subsequently 1st Viscount Leverhulme (1851-1925),
industrialist, philanthropist and Liberal Party politician,
describing the model village erected by him for the employees
at Lever Brothers’ works at Port Sunlight, Cheshire, as well as
new cottages built by him at the existing village of Thornton
Hough. Photos in the text and numerous accompanying
ground plans give a good idea of the architectural character
of the buildings at Port Sunlight, which included a village hall,
a dining hall “devoted entirely to the use of the women and
girls of the works and village”, a men’s social club, a school
and so on. The architects employed at Port Sunlight and at
Thornton Hough were William & Segar Owen, Grayson &
Ould, Douglas & Fordham and J.J.Talbot, each credited for
their individual buildings in the text and plates.
Although the lecture was delivered at the Architectural
Association, it is clear that Lever himself was personally
responsible for its publication in the present form, evidently
intended for circulation among his business colleagues and
friends. The number of copies printed is unknown, but it
is interesting that the present copy carries the ownership
inscription of Segar Owen (1874-1929), ARIBA 1896, FRIBA
1906, at this date a partner with his father William Owen in an
architectural partnership based in Warrington, Cheshire. The
Owens, father and son, seem to have been Lever’s preferred
architects at the Port Sunlight site, and the handsome neoclassical Lady Lever Art Gallery there was to be built later on
from designs supplied by Segar Owen.
4to. 28pp, colour folding plan, 22 litho plates (illustrating ground
plans), many photo text ills. Original printed wrappers, limp cloth
spine, the upper and lower covers rather spotted and marked. Ink
ownership inscription of Segar Owen on upper cover.

62 Lewis,

John

The history and antiquities, as well
ecclesiastical as civil, of the Isle of
Tenet, in Kent. The second edition,
with additions.
London, “printed for the author, and
for Joseph Ames, and Peter Thompson”
1736.

£825
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Second and best edition of this pioneering history of the
Isle of Thanet (the first edition, published in 1723, had many
fewer pages and only nine plates). Its author, Rev.John
Lewis (1675-1747), Vicar of Minster in Thanet, was an active
local antiquary, and he provides a full account of the Isle,
which, although comprising ten parishes only, included the
seaside towns of Margate and Ramsgate. He also provides
illustrations of the principal local buildings, including the
North Foreland lighthouse, and prints the texts of relevant
Anglo-Saxon charters and verbatim extracts from other
relevant documents. An unusual feature of the imprint is that
in it Lewis’s name is joined with those of his friends and fellow
antiquaries Joseph Ames, the historian of English printing, and
Sir Peter Thompson, and it is not easy to think of a parallel

example where a book that was privately published was
issued under the joint responsibility of three individuals. A
surviving memorandum by Sir Peter Thompson indicates that
250 copies of the book were issued. Upcott , vol.1, pp.435-7.
4to. viii + 204 + (2) + 124pp, mezzotint portrait of author (bound
as frontispiece) , 25 engraved plates, 4 engraved vignettes, other
woodcut text ills. Contemporary full vellum (an English binding).
A good, clean copy. From the library of the Earls of Macclesfield,
with mid nineteenth century Macclesfield armorial bookplate,
dated 1860, and armorial Macclesfield blind stamp towards top of
frontispiece and next two leaves (as customary with books from
this library).
63 Loos,

Adolf

Das Andere. Ein Blatt zur
Einfuehrung abenlaendischer
Kultur in Oesterreich.
Wien, 1903.

£240

The two issues, all published, of this very short-lived periodical,
issued and wholly written by the Austrian modernist architect
Adolf Loos (1870-1933). Loos had spent three years in the USA
in the mid 1890s, and the periodical reflects his view that
Austria and Austrians would benefit from a wider adoption of
British and North American cultural attitudes. It offers Loos’s
opinions on a wide range of social, literary and artistic topics,
ranging from fashion and wallpaper to masturbation.
4to. Issues 1 and 2 (all published), each comprising (2) + 11 + (3)pp,
with litho text ills. Each issue is stapled at spine as issued, and the
pages of each issue are unopened.

64 (Loriot,

(Antoine-Joseph))

Mémoire sur une découverte dans
l’art de bâtir, faite par le Sr Loriot,
mécanicien, pensionnaire du Roi ;
dans lequel l’on rend publique, par
ordre de Sa Majesté, la méthode de
composer un ciment ou un mortier
propre à une infinité d’ouvrages,
tant par la construction, que pour la
décoration.
Paris, “de l’imprimerie de Michel
Lambert, rue de la Harpe, près Saint
Côme” 1774.

£340

First edition of a pamphlet describing a new cement
devised by A.-J. Loriot (1716-1782), holder of the position of
Mécanicien du Roi at the French court and a protégé of the
Marquis de Marigny, who as head of the Bâtimens du Roi and
brother of Madame du Pompadour exercised at that time a
dominant influence over the French architectural scene.
Loriot’s cement, made of sand, brick dust, slaked lime and
quick lime, seems to have been a reliable one, giving it a
distinct advantage over other varieties of cement and artificial
stone marketed at this time, and the pamphlet describing it,
referring to Loriot in the third person but evidently written
either by Loriot or under Loriot’s supervision, was widely read
throughout Europe. This French-language edition was rapidly
followed by translations into English, German, Italian, and
Spanish, and even by an English-language edition specially
printed in Jamaica for local circulation. This edition not in BAL
Cat (the British Architectural Library only holds copies of the
third English edition, 1777, BAL Cat 1952, and of the first Italian
edition, also of 1777, BAL Cat 1953).
8vo. 53 + (3)pp. Bound for a recent previous French owner in
eighteenth-century paper wrappers (the wrapper is a sheet of
paper from an unrelated eighteenth century legal document,
closely written in ink in contemporary handwriting). Title leaf
slightly browned, but generally a fresh copy.

65 Lovatti,

Antonio

Progetto di un teatro municipale del
Conte Antonio Lovatti pubblicato
per cura di Romualdo Gentilucci.
Roma, Giuseppe Mengoni (1853).

£850

A rare volume in large folio format which publishes a design
for a new public theatre in Rome by Conte Antonio Lovatti.
Although Lovatti seems not to have been a professional
architect, the theatre which he envisages is impressive
and very competently planned and drawn, and Lovatti’s
introductory text shows that he was fully aware of current
ideas on acoustics and on the design of theatre interiors. He
states that the semi-circular rear elevation of his theatre is
derived from that of the Theatre of Marcellus. Interestingly
enough, he intended his theatre for exactly the same site on
one side of the Corso as the proposed theatre for which an
earlier architect, Pietro Sangiorgi, had published designs in
1821, and comparisons are instructive. Some copies of this
title have two of the plates printed as sepia aquatints, but in
the present copy all the plates are ordinary engravings.
Large folio. 20pp, 4 double-page engraved plates. Original printed
wrappers. A good, clean copy.
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66 Lucchese,

Matteo

Riflessioni sulla pretesa scoperta
del sopraornato Toscano espostaci
dall’autore dell’opera degli
amfiteatri, e singolarmente del
Veronese.
Venezia, Stefano Monti 1730.

£695

A sharp attack by Lucchese (or Lucchesi), a young Venetian
architect, on the supposed discovery in the remains of the
Roman amphitheatre at Verona of a genuine example of
the “sopraornato Toscano”, the entablature of the Tuscan
order, not mentioned by Vitruvius and supposed by many
Renaissance theoreticians not to have existed in the classical
period. The discovery was claimed by the eminent Veronese
historian and antiquary Scipione Maffei in a publication
of 1728 on amphitheatres in general and that at Verona on
particular, and the scorn with which Lucchese treats it may
or may not have enhanced Lucchese’s own career prospects;
but Lucchese reveals on an early page that he had been a
fellow student and intimate friend at the University of Padua
of Tommaso Temanza, who was to become the principal
Venetian theoretician of the classical orders in the middle
years of the eighteenth century, and one may assume that
Lucchese was better grounded than Maffei in the technicalities
of the Tuscan order (Lucchese was also, remarkably enough,
Piranesi’s uncle). The book is scarce and absent from many
major libraries, no copy being listed in the Berlin catalogue ;
Count Cicognara did however possess it (Cicognara 792), and
he describes it as “libretto pieno di dottissima critica e ottime
osservazioni”. Not in BAL Cat.
Small 8vo. (12) + 115 + (1)pp, 3 folding engraved plates carrying 4
numbered text ills. Contemporary full vellum. A good, clean copy.

67 Margold,

Emanuel Josef (ed)

Bauten der Volkserziehung und
Volkgesundheit.
Berlin-Charlottenburg, Ernst Pollak
Verlag (1930).

£300

An excellent illustrated study of school buildings, sport
and leisure facilities and workers’ clubs. Architects featured
include most of the leading figures in the German modern
movement, including Gropius and the brothers Bruno and
Max Taut, and both Bruno Taut and Martin Elsaesser contribute
introductory essays. There is also good coverage of designs by
contemporary Russian architects such as M.Barshch, N.I.Colli,
I.A.Golosov, N.Ladorsky and Konstantin Melnikov. Jaeger 0729.
See front cover illustration.
Small folio. (16) + 364pp, incl over 300pp of photo ills and
reproductions of architects’ drawings. Publisher’s decorative cloth
(binding designed by Margold). Very slightly worn at head and foot
of spine and corners, but a good copy. Brian Housden’s copy.

68 Marquez,

Pietro

Delle ville di Plinio il Giovane ...
con un’appendice su gli atri della
S. Scrittura, e gli scamilli impares di
Vitruvio.
Roma, Salomoni 1796.

£780
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Only edition of this first serious attempt at a reconstruction
of the architecture and ground plans of Pliny’s Laurentine and
Tuscan villas since that by the English writer Robert Castell in
the 1720s (of which, not surprisingly, Marquez was unaware).
Marquez prints all the relevant passages from Pliny’s
correspondence, subjects them to careful analysis, and offers
an architectural reconstruction as compatible as possible
both with Pliny’s text and with Vitruvian theory (see the
vignette ill. on p.114 for the result). His close study of Vitruvius
is also evident in a concluding essay on Vitruvius’ celebrated
scamilli impares and on the evidence for ancient architecture
provided by Holy Writ. Marquez dedicates the book to Count
D’Azara, the Spanish minister to the Holy See and the patron
and biographer of the painter Mengs, and he mentions a joint
visit to a potential site of the Laurentine villa by himself, by the
young Spanish architect Silvestre Perez (for whom see also
following item) and by Louis Petit Radel, a French cleric from
Gascony. Unexpectedly, Marquez (1741-1820) was himself a
Mexican, although doubtless of Spanish ancestry and by this
time an established writer and historian in Rome, and he may
well have been the first Latin American to write in a scholarly
way about an architectural subject. BAL Cat 2055 ; Cicognara
559 (=3268). Two copies only reported to NUC (Harvard and
University of Illinois, Urbana).
The present copy was sold by us in 2007 from our Catalogue
57 to the late John Bury (1917-2017), whose specialist interests

as a book collector included both Pliny’s villas and Latin
America. Bury was 89 years old when he purchased this
copy, and he said to the present cataloguer at the time, if
memory serves, that he needed to buy a book from time to
time to remind himself that he was still alive ! It may well
however have been the final book that he purchased from an
architectural bookseller.
8vo. (8) + 232pp, 2 folding engraved plans, 1 engraved map, 2
engraved vignettes. Contemporary quarter vellum, marbled
boards. Ink ownership inscription of the well-known art collector
Alessandro Maggiori of Fermo, who purchased this copy in Rome
in 1801, on front free endpaper (other surviving books from
Maggiori’s library carry similar inscriptions). Subsequently John
Bury’s copy, with his book label. A very good, fresh, untrimmed
copy.
69 Marquez,

Pietro

Illustrazioni della villa di Mecenate
in Tivoli.
Roma, Stamperia de Romanis 1812.

£480

First and only edition of a rare publication devoted to the
so-called ‘Villa of Maecenas’ at Tivoli (now recognised as the
temple of Hercules Victor). It owes its existence to the fact
that its author, the Mexican-born Jesuit Pietro Marquez (17411820), had been a protege of Jose Nicolas de Azara, Spanish
ambassador to the Holy See, whose summer residence had
been at Tivoli and who had conducted excavations on this
particular site in the early 1790s. Azara was dead by 1812, but
a measured plan of the building had been made at the time
of the excavations by two Spanish architectural students then
in Rome, Silvestre Perez (1767-1825) and Evaristo del Castillo,
and Marquez reproduces their plan on the first of his plates,
the other plates providing an elevation of the surviving
above-ground structure, an elevation of the building as
conjecturally restored, and architectural details. Not in BAL
Cat or Cicognara.
Folio. 16pp, 4 large folding engraved plates. Contemporary paper
wrappers. A little light spotting, but a good, untrimmed copy. No
ownership inscription, but John Bury’s copy, purchased by him
from the Quaritch firm in 2001.
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70
70 (Massimo, Vittorio)

Notizie istoriche della Villa
Massimo alle Terme Diocleziane
con un’appendice di documenti.
Roma, Tipografia Salviucci 1836.

£485

Only edition of this excellent history and description of the
Villa Massimo alle Terme Diocleziane on Rome’s Esquiline Hill,
compiled by Vittorio Massimo, the scholarly son of the Villa’s
then owner Prince Camillo Massimo. The Villa Massimo had
been known up to 1789, when the Massimo family purchased
it, as the Villa Peretti or Villa Montalto, reflecting the fact that
the property had belonged in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries first to Pope Sixtus V and then to his great-nephew
Cardinal Alessandro Peretti Montalto. Pope Sixtus had
commissioned his favourite architect, Domenico Fontana, to
design two separate buildings on the site, an elegant garden
casino in the early 1580s and the more substantial Palazzo
Peretti alle Terme later in the 1580s, and the reader of the
present book thus gets much useful information on both
these structures, as well as on how Pope Sixtus put together
by successive purchases the very large surrounding formal
garden and farmland. The excellence of Vittorio Massimo’s
book can be judged from the fact that some 140 years after
its publication it remained the major source for David Coffin’s
discussion of the Peretti Montalto estate (Coffin, The Villa in
the life of Renaissance Rome, 1979, pp 365-9), and it is fortunate
that it was published when it was, for both the casino and the
palazzo were demolished in the 1880s to make way for Rome’s
central railway station. Olschki, Choix 17563 ; Schudt 1106.
The present copy is in a handsome contemporary Italian
binding, worn at spine and at outer edges, but expertly
repaired in 1983 for the late John Bury by the distinguished
book binder Bernard Middleton (Middleton’s invoice for the
repair, costing £58.65, is loosely enclosed).
4to. (4) + 276pp, 6 engraved plates. Contemporary full panelled
purple morocco, with gilt-and-blind-stamped decorative tooling
on upper and lower covers, gilt spine, all edges gilt, worn on spine
and at outer margins (an Italian binding, presumably by a Roman
binder). A small tear (or paper fault ?) at upper blank margin of title
leaf and some occasional light marginal spotting, but essentially in
good internal condition.
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71 McKim

Mead White

A monograph of the work of McKim
Mead & White. Student’s edition
New York, The Architectural Book
Publishing Co (Paul Wenzel & Maurice
Krakow), 1925.

£480

A subsidiary publication to the mighty illustrated monograph
on the architectural work of the McKim Mead White
partnership that had been published in four volumes
between 1915 and 1920. The present volumes, slimmer
but still of impressive dimensions, and intended for use
by working architects and by architectural students, reuse
measured elevations, sections and ground plans of all of the
partnership’s most notable buildings that had originally been
published in the monograph proper, and were evidently
appreciated by younger practitioners working in the same
architectural tradition.
This set was acquired by the New Zealand-born architect
Edward William Armstrong (1896-1992), who came to England
after the 1914-1918 war and spent the 1930s in architectural
practice in the UK, specialising in social housing. The obvious
value attached by Armstrong to the volumes at that time
is reflected by the fact that he put his ownership stamp on
each of the printed leaves and plates, presumably to deter
colleagues from making off with them. Later on, Armstrong
was to work in Burma and in his native New Zealand, where
his best-known building is the Robert McDougall Gallery in
Christchurch.
Large folio. 2 vols. Title leaf, leaf with list of plates, plates 1-69 ; title
leaf, list of plates, plates 70-136 (plate 92 abraded at lower margin).
All the plates are measured outline elevations, sections and ground
plans. Publisher’s quarter cloth portfolios, printed paper boards
(one of the spines repaired towards foot). The set belonged to the
New Zealand-born architect Edward William Armstrong FRIBA, and
carries his signatures with the date 1925 on the upper covers of
each volume, and his neat ownership stamp on each printed leaf
and plate, the stamps on the plates almost all on their blank versos.
Subsequently Brian Housden’s copy.

72 Meakin,

Budgett

Model factories and villages : ideal
conditions of labour and housing.
London, T.Fisher Unwin 1905.

£190

First and only edition of this comparative study of “what
successful business men have found it worth while doing to
promote the moral and social welfare of their employees”,
discussing all aspects of working conditions including the
design of factory buildings and the provision of suitable
housing for employees. Examples are taken from Britain, the
USA, France, Germany and other European countries, and the
author’s interest in all aspects of the working environment
provides the reader with a good survey of model villages and
garden cities, as well as with much other more unexpected
information and some unfamiliar illustrations (which other
book of the period cites with praise the building activities of
the philanthropic English jam magnates, Chivers and Hartley,
or illustrates the “swimming trough” at Messrs Jacobs’ biscuit
works ?). A surprisingly scarce book today.
8vo. 480pp, many photo ills. Publisher’s cloth, a little worn and
faded.

73 Mendelsohn,

Erich

Das Gesamtschaffen des
Architekten. Skizzen Entwürfe
Bauten.
Berlin, Rudolph Mosse Buchverlag 1930.

£135

First edition. The best contemporary monograph devoted
to Mendelsohn’s architectural output between 1914 and
1929, with his executed and unexecuted projects very well
illustrated by photos, plans and reproductions of his design
sketches. The volume also reprints essays by him dating from
1919 and 1923 setting out his architectural philosophy.
4to. 251 + (1)pp, many photo ills and plans. Publisher’s cloth, neatly
rebacked, old stains on upper cover. A small tear to outer blank
margin of half title leaf. From the library of the Scottish architect
Alan Reiach OBE FRIBA (1910-1992), with Reiach’s embossed
ownership stamp on half title leaf, and an ink inscription “Alan
Reiach - RIBA Silver Medal 1934” on front pastedown endpaper
(suggesting that this book might have been given to him by the
RIBA as part of his prize medal award). Subsequently Gavin Stamp’s
copy, with his booklabel.
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74
74 Mendelsohn,

Erich

Russland Europa Amerika. Ein
architektonischer Querschnitt.
Berlin, Rudolph Mosse 1929.

£560
42

A good copy of the first edition of this influential book in which
Mendelsohn conveys his personal vision of American and
Russian architecture by a series of well-chosen illustrations,
both of older and modern buildings. Interestingly, the
illustrations of older American buildings are chiefly of pre1914 skyscrapers, while those of older Russian buildings are
chiefly of onion-domed churches. He includes some of the
best unexecuted projects from recent Russian architectural

competitions, and provides brief but vigorous comments
on each building or design. A smaller section on European
architecture illustrates work by Le Corbusier, Dudok and Oud.
Folio. 214 + (10)pp, many photo ills. Publisher’s printed boards,
cloth spine. A good copy.
75 (Messel) Rapsilber, M. (and
Stahl, Fritz)

Alfred Messel. Erster (zweiter) Band.
Berlin, Ernst Wasmuth AG 1911 (2
Auflage), 1911.

£110

76 (Montserrat)

Compendio historical, o relacion
breve, y veridica del portentoso
santuario, y camara angelical de
Nuestra Senora de Monserrate.
Dirigido a los piadosos devotos
afectos de aquellas personas,
qu desean verle, y no se les
proporciona la fortuna de
conseguirlo ... segunda impression.
Barcelona, Bernardo Pla nd (c.1760).

£380

A good contemporary illustrated publication, now scarce, on
the architectural work of the Berlin architect Alfred Messel
(1853-1909), issued in two instalments, with texts written by
different authors, as the fifth and ninth Sonderheften of the
periodical Berliner Architekturwelt. Messel’s most famous
building was the Wertheim department store in Leipziger
Strasse, Berlin (for which seeitem 124) .
Folio. 2 vols. 90pp, 2 photo litho plates, many photo ills and
plans ; xv + (1) + 103 + (1)pp, (8)pp adverts. Publisher’s printed
wrappers, slightly defective at spines. Gavin Stamp’s copy, with his
booklabels.

A scarce guide book to the monastery of Sta Maria de
Montserrat, Catalonia, intended for use by pilgrims who
came to venerate the mediaeval statue of the Virgin of
Montserrat. There are also interesting woodcut illustrations
and short descriptions of the various hermitages built close
by on the same mountainous hillside. The volume concludes
with a catalogue of gifts made to the monastery by crowned
heads and other dignitaries, and a list of the various precious
metal objects, sacred relics and pictures then owned by
the monastery. Second impression of a book apparently
first published in 1758. Bonnet Correa 1603 (cited from this
impression only by Bonnet Correa, his entry for it deriving
from Palau, vol.x, p.155, so presumably Bonnet Correa had not
himself seen a copy and that doubtless means that neither the
first impression nor this impression were held in 1980 in the
Biblioteca Nacional, Madrid),
8vo. (4) + 176 + (4)pp, engraved frontispiece, 14 woodcut text ills.
Contemporary full vellum. A good, fresh copy. Eighteenth century
ink ownership inscription of D.Pennant (presumably David
Pennant (1763-1841), Downing Hall, Flintshire, who visited Spain
on his Grand Tour in the late 1780s) on front free endpaper. Book
label of John Bury.
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77
77 Muthesius,

Hermann

Landhäuser. Ausgeführte Bauten
mit Grundrissen, Gartenplanen und
Erläuterungen. Zweite ergänzte
Auflage.
München, F.Bruckmann A.G. 1922.

£200
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Second, enlarged edition of a book first published in
1912, devoted to designs by the well-known architect and
architectural writer Hermann Muthesius (1861-1927) for villas
for prosperous middle-class and professional home owners,
including illustrations of his own house at Berlin-Nikolassee.
Jaeger 0760.
The interest of the present copy is that it evidently belonged
to a personal friend of the Muthesius family and includes,
loosely inserted, a number of minor Muthesius memorabilia,
including original photographs of Hermann Muthesius
himself, taken in 1913, and of his wife Anna, taken c.1908 ; a
short autograph note, signed, from Anna Muthesius to “Herr
Rabe”, the owner of this copy, 23 August 1955, thanking him
for birthday greetings ; a short typed poem, with an added
autograph note from Renata Muthesius, Hermann and Anna’s
daughter, 31 March 1914 ; and two folded illustrations from
fashion periodicals, respectively carrying images of Anna
Muthesius and of her sons Klaus and Eckard, and of Anna
Muthesius and of her daughter Renata (identified as such in
ink).

77
4to. xi + (1) + 160pp, mostly photo ills and plans. Publisher’s
gilt-stamped boards, cloth spine, a little weak at hinges. Ink
ownership inscription of an owner of this copy (”Rabe”) on title
leaf. Subsequently Gavin Stamp’s copy, with his bookplate (a note
on the bookplate records that he acquired this copy at Hannover
in 1972).
78 (Muzio)

Giovanni Muzio. Con prefazione di
Piero Torriano.
Ginevra (i.e. Geneva), Maestri
dell’Architettura 1931.

£195

A good illustrated monograph in the Masters of Architecture
series, with introductory text both in Italian and in French. It
is the best contemporary publication on the earlier work of
the architect Giovanni Muzio (1893-1982), whose buildings in
the 1920s included Milan’s Catholic University and the city’s
principal war memorial ; these were in classical style, but
Muzio also designed pavilions of a more Art Deco character
for exhibitions at Cologne and Barcelona. Jaeger 0449.
Small 4to. xxxii + 83 + (1)pp, including portrait photo frontispiece
and 79pp of photo ills and plans. Publisher’s decorative cloth. A
good copy.
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79 (Nassau,

Savage)

George Richard

Catalogue of the valuable
collection of the late George
Nassau, Esq. consisting of portraits,
miscellaneous prints, topographical
drawings and engravings ... also his
splendid collection of watercolourdrawings ... and his collection
of paintings ... with a valuable
collection of drawings, by Italian
masters. Which will be sold by
auction, by Mr Evans, at his house,
No.93, Pall Mall, on Thursday, March
25, and two following days, 1824.

The scarce auction catalogue of the collection of prints,
drawing and paintings put together by Hon.George Richard
Savage Nassau (1756-1824), a younger brother of the 5th Earl of
Rochford (their uncle, the 4th Earl, an Anglo-Dutch aristocrat,
had had a successful career as a diplomat and as a Cabinet
minister in the Grafton and North governments). Nassau
is best remembered as a book collector, but his parallel
collection of prints, drawings and paintings, offered in this
catalogue, contained engravings by Hogarth in fine early
states, many prints and drawings related to Suffolk (Nassau’s
county of residence), and drawings and paintings of landscape
scenes by Gainsborough and other eighteenth century and
early nineteenth century British artists. The collection also
included some obviously under-catalogued volumes of
drawings by celebrated Italian and other Old Masters.
8vo. (2) + 19 + (1)pp. Recent marbled wrappers.

(London, 1824).

£380
80 Nepveu,

Francois Eugène

Notice sur un projet de basilique
dediée à l’Immaculée Conception
... les dessins et le modèle en relief
offerts le 5 Mai 1863 et le 4 Juillet
1865 à Sa Sainteté Pie IX ont été
placés par ses ordres au Vatican.
Rome, Salviucci 1867.

£350

A rare quarto-format pamphlet, publishing a design for a
very large basilican church in a very free classical style by the
French architect François Eugène Nepveu (1804- living 1869),
an ardent Catholic and a nephew of the architect Frédéric
Nepveu who had held official appointments under the
restored French monarchy after 1815. Nepveu had exhibited
an earlier design for a basilica at the Salon for 1850 - he has
had the bad luck that his design of that year has been credited
by the French architectural historian Françoise Harmon to
his better known uncle (and he has also had the bad luck
that reference books state that he died in 1866, when he
was certainly alive as late as 1869) - but he reworked it in the
early 1860s to associate it with the then newly promulgated
doctrine of the Immaculate Conception, and he successively
presented both the drawings for his design and a model of it
to Pope Pius IX for display at the Vatican.
The design is more powerful than pleasing, for it combines
reminiscences of St.Peter’s, Rome, and of St.Mark’s, Venice,
with a recurring motif of coupled Corinthian columns and a
nave roof resembling that of an exhibition building or railway
station, but it is an intriguing reflection of the mid-nineteenth
century dilemma about what style architects should build in, a
dilemma which Nepveu himself addresses in his introductory
text. The use of actual photographs to reproduce his designs
is unusual for a book of this character at this date, and the
number of photographs used for the purpose seems to have
varied from copy to copy (our previous copy, Cat 20, item
72, which passed through our hands in 1994, contained four
actual mounted photos, while the present copy, as was the
case with a copy with a presentation inscription from Nepveu
that passed through a French sale room in 2007, contains three
actual mounted photos only).
4to. 19 + (1)pp, 3 plates carrying large actual mounted photographs
of the author’s design drawings (ground plan, exterior perspective
view, interior perspective view). Contemporary wrappers.
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80
81 Neubauer,

Oskar

Die Kunst im Umbau und ihre
Bedeutung für den Städtebau
unter Berücksichtigung der
zerstörten Grenzgebiete. Mit einem
Geleitwort von Geh.Baurat Prof.
Theodor Goecke.
Barlin, Der Zirkel 1917.

£135

An unexpectedly thoughtful discussion of architectural
aesthetics on a practical level by a Jewish architect based in
Berlin. Neubauer, who was to die in 1942 in the ghetto at Lodz
in Poland, to which he had been deported from Germany,
was in practice in Berlin with his brother Bruno, the two of
them designing houses, apartment blocks and synagogues.
Here he focuses on the concept of “Einheit” in relation to
town planning, and on the use of plants to give a picturesque
appearance to the exteriors of buildings, and the publication
as a whole is evidence for how much was lost by the
subsequent exclusion from German culture and intellectual
debate of architects of Jewish origin. We have not previously
been aware of the existence of this title.
Small folio. 72pp, 83 text ills. Recent cloth, original printed wrappers
bound in.

82 Nonnenmacher,

Marco

Der Architectonische Tischler oder
Architektur-Kunst und Säulen-Buch
(etc).
Frankfurt & Leipzig (and Nürnberg),
Widow of Christopher Riegel 1751.

£3,300

A particularly good and pleasing copy of this rare volume
of engravings of the classical orders, baroque-style altars,
furniture and ornament. As the title page indicates,
the engravings are from design drawings by Marco
Nonnenmacher (1653-1720), the court cabinet-maker at
Prague, in the then Austrian-ruled kingdom of Bohemia (now
the Czech Republic), and a little further investigation shows
that they date in reality from the first decade of the eighteenth
century, the publisher having originally issued them in 1710
and this being a reissue with his widow’s name in the imprint.
Even as a publication of 1710 the engravings reflect a more
exuberant taste than was then fashionable in most of Western
Europe, and Nonnenmacher’s designs for furniture (plates 1922) and for distinctive acanthus-leaf ornament (plates 23-32)
are especially striking.
As previously observed in our series of catalogues, engraved
publications pre-dating 1800 and concerned with architecture
and design in the Czech lands or elsewhere in Eastern Europe
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are by no means numerous. Those that do exist are always
interesting and seem invariably to be scarce ; both the 1710
and the 1751 issues of this book by Nonnenmacher were
present in the Berlin collection (Berlin Cat 1179,1180), but
copies are otherwise hard to track down, and there is no copy
of either edition in the British Architectural Library.
The present copy, recently de-accessioned from the Royal
Garrison Library in Copenhagen, Denmark, is in what is
clearly its original mid-eighteenth century binding, carrying
the gilt-stamped arms of King Frederik V of Denmark, who
reigned from 1746 to 1766. It can be deduced both from an
neat old library stamp at the foot of the title leaf, and from
gilt-stamped images of crossed cannons that form part of the
armorial device on the binding, that the volume formed part
of the specialist library of the Danish Artillery Corps, founded
in the reign of Frederik V, and the volume’s preservation
for well over two hundred years in official military libraries
has ensured that it is in fresh and probably virtually unread
internal condition. An added attraction is that the volume’s
binder, in order to make the volume sufficiently thick to stand
up to wear on library shelves, decided to bind in ninety-five
additional leaves of folio-size eighteenth century blank paper
at the back of the volume, and these are all still present today.
Folio. (6)pp, 32 engraved plates (of which plates 1-20 are large and
folding, or double-page).Contemporary full mottled calf, with giltstamped armorial device of King Frederik V of Denmark in centre
of upper and lower covers. Old circular ownership stamps of Royal
Artillery Library , Copenhagen (at foot of title leaf) and of Royal
Garrison Library, Copenhagen (on blank verso of title leaf). A good,
fresh, clean copy, with 95 folio-size leaves of blank eighteenthcentury paper bound in at the end.
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83 (Oddi,

Giuseppe, Carpo,
Pietro, and others)

Memorie e documenti da servire
alla storia della chiusa dell’Aniene
in Tivoli colle quali si dimostra cio’
che si è fatto dopo la costruzione
della nuova chiusa e cio’ che si
progetta di fare per prervare da
ulteriori disastri la citta‘ di Tivoli,
il Tempio di Vesta e la Grotta di
Nettuno ... con numero VII tavole
incise risguardanti piante, sezioni e
profili.
Roma, Tipografia Ajani 1831.

£240

This volume prints the report of a committee set up by the Papal
government at the end of July 1829 to make recommendations
as to the best way to repair the channel of the river Anio, at
Tivoli, famous up to 1826 for a succession of waterfalls which
terminated in an impressive cascade dropping into the socalled ‘Grotto of Neptune’. This had been one of Tivoli’s major
attractions both for tourists and for artists, but a major flood
in November 1826 had destroyed one of Tivoli’s churches,
thirty-six houses and much of the bed of the river itself, with
consequent effects on the cascade and grotto. The committee
comprised Giuseppe Oddi, a mathematician, Pietro Carpi,
a mineralogist, Clemente Folchi, who was both a hydraulic
engineer and an architect, and Gaetano Diamilla, a Papal civil
servant, and their report, covering all the potential hydraulic
engineering issues involved, is a businesss-like one, founded
on evidence throughout. They came to the conclusion that
it would be necessary to divert the river into a new channel,
as shown on one of the accompanying plans, dismissing
by detailed argument an alternative scheme proposed by
Prof.Giuseppe Venturoli, a rival hydraulic expert. The book
belongs to the literature of hydraulic engineering rather
than to that of architecture, but the decision by the Papal
government to set up this committee of experts to resolve the
issues involved casts the administration of the Papal States at
this time in a more favourable light than is customary. What is
also intriguing, as is hinted at by the references to the Temple
of Vesta and to the Grotto of Neptune in the volume’s title,
is that one of the underlying purpose of the engineering
works contemplated will have been to protect Tivoli’s tourist
trade, and this would therefore have been one of the earliest
nineteenth-century tourist-orientated public works project.
Folio. (2) + 124 + (2)pp, 7 large folding engraved plans, partly handcoloured in outline. Contemporary quarter calf, marbled boards,
a little worn at outer edges. No ownership inscription, but John
Bury’s copy.

84 Ostergard,

Derek E. (ed)

William Beckford 1760-1844 : an eye
for the magnificent.
New Haven and London, Yale University
Press for The Bard Graduate Center for
Studies in the Decorative Arts 2001.

£125

A massive and very handsomely printed study of Beckford,
now out of print, concentrating on his European travels and
his roles as a collector and patron of art and architecture,
issued to accompany an exhibition held successively in New
York and at Dulwich Picture Gallery in 2001-2. It included
scholarly essays by Megan Aldrich, Oliver Impey, Malcolm
Jack, Timothy Mowl, Michael Snodin, David Watkin and
others, and made a very significant contribution to Beckford
studies on all fronts. Millington pp 243-5.
Large 4to. 448pp, hundreds of photo ills, mostly colour. Publisher’s
cloth, in dustwrapper.

85 (Palladio)

Boucher, Bruce

Andrea Palladio. The architect in his
time.
New York, Abbeville Press 1994.

£65

86 Panseron,

Large 4to. 336pp, 292 ills, mostly colour. Publisher’s cloth, in
dustwrapper. No ownership inscription but John Bury’s copy. In
good condition.

(Pierre)

Elémens d’architecture, dédiés à M.
de Sartine, Ministre et Secretaire
d’Etat au Département de la Marine
(etc) (bound with) Mémoire relatif
à un plan d’hôtel-dieu pour Paris
... dédié aux citoyens, amis de
50

A large and well-illustrated study of Palladio’s architectural
work. As a contemporary reviewer recorded : “in short, it
succeeds as a reliable and well-balanced account of Palladio,
and as a very readable introduction to a subject which has
become dominated by an enormous body of specialist
literature”.

The Elémens d’Architecture, issued in three parts during the
1770s, is one of a number of publications, all rare, by Pierre
Panseron (1742-1803), a regular competitor for the prizes
awarded at the Académie Royale d’Architecture in the 1760s,
who from the early or mid 1770s onwards was able to offer
tuition in drawing, mathematics, and architecture at a private
school of his own in Paris, his pupils including Jean-Nicolas
Durand, subsequently famous as an architectural theorist. He
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l’humanité.
Paris, the author (and Desnos) 1776
(but issued in three parts 1772-6) ; (no
imprint, but Paris, the author 1773).

£1,950

also describes himself on the Elémens title leaves as a former
Professor of Drawing at the Ecole Royale Militaire in Paris, and
Michel Gallet records that he was for a time Intendant des
Bâtiments to the Prince de Conti.
The bibliography of Panseron’s publications is made
complex by the fact that he issued them either with the
plates merely engraved or with some or all of the plates
hand-coloured, and also by the fact that as time passed
during the later 1770s and 1780s he added additional plates
to the Elémens and maybe to others of his published works
as well. We have previously offered a set of the Elémens in
what was probably its fullest form (our Catalogue 16, item
89), dated 1785 on its first title leaf and containing as many as
185 plates, of which 42 were fully hand-coloured in grey wash
and a further 15 hand-coloured in part. The present set is of
the ordinary issue in which the plates are merely engraved
without the addition of hand-colouring, but it represents an
early state of the publication and is presumably in something
close to the form in which Panseron originally conceived it.
The first part of the Elémens discusses and illustrates the
correct way to draw the constituent parts of the five orders
of architecture, while the second part provides illustrations
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of architectural ornament, trophies, bas reliefs and figure
sculpture (the twenty unnumbered plates at the end of this
part were originally issued in separate cahiers and three of the
plates retain captions giving Panseron’s name and address).
The third and final part relates to the design of buildings using
the orders of architecture, and includes descriptions and
illustrations of a number of architectural projects by Panseron
himself. In this part there is an interesting section listing the
most important new buildings constructed during the reign
of Louis XV (pp 21-4).
The final ingredient in the volume is Panseron’s separately
issued pamphlet which describes, with an accompanying
ground plan, Panseron’s unexecuted design for a vast new
hospital in the centre of Paris to replace the old Hôtel-Dieu,
destroyed by fire during the night of 29-30 December 1772.
Berlin Cat 2431 ; not in BAL Cat (the British Architectural
Library holds no publications by Panseron).
4to. (Elémens d’Architecture, in three separately paginated parts as
issued) 27 + (1)pp, (20) engraved plates numbered 1-16, with nos
4, 5,7 and 16 repeated ; 22pp, 36 + (20) engraved plates ; 110pp, 38
engraved plates, some folding (bound with) (Hôtel Dieu) 16 + pp
9-17 + (1)pp, engraved folding plan. Contemporary mottled calf,
gilt spine, old repairs to head and foot of spine. Ink ownership
inscription of P. & A.Griffon, Rue des Mathurins à Paris, on general
Elémens title leaf and on title leaves of Parts II and III, with
accompanying ink date 1782 on Part III title leaf.
87 Patte,

(Pierre)

Monumens érigés en France a la
gloire de Louis XV ... et suivis d’un
choix des principaux projets qui ont
été proposés, pour placer la statue
du Roi dans les différens quartiers
de Paris ... ouvrage enrichi des
places du Roi, gravées en tailledouce.
Paris, the author (and Desaint & Saillant)
1765.

£2,400

First edition of this impressive volume by the architect and
architectural theorist Pierre Patte (1723-1814), discussing in
turn the progress of the arts and sciences during the reign of
Louis XV, the statues already erected to Louis XV in Paris and
in various provincial French cities, and the projects submitted
by leading French architects for the creation of a new public
square in Paris that would house a further statue of Louis XV
and would be named in the king’s honour. The volume is
illustrated by handsome engraved plates which illustrate all
the major building projects in the centres of French cities that
had already been executed during Louis XV’s reign, as well
as schemes by named architects for the new public square
in the centre of Paris which would be the forerunner of the
present Place de la Concorde. The architects whose plans
are illustrated include Soufflot, Germain Boffrand (Patte’s
own architectural mentor), Slotz, Servandoni, and several
other well-known architects of the period. The present copy
of this title belonged to Charles, Comte de Cobenzl (17121770), the principal minister in the government of the Austrian
Netherlands (present-day Belgium) between the early 1750s
and his death, and a notable patron of literature and the fine
arts. BAL Cat 2466 ; Millard French Books 130 ; Berlin Cat 2516.
Large folio. (4) + 232 + (2)pp, 57 engraved plates (many doublepage or folding). Contemporary mottled calf, slightly chipped and
cracked at head and foot of spine, and some minor old surface loss
and scratching on covers. Eighteenth-century gilt arms of Charles,
Comte de Cobenzl (1712-1770), on upper and lower covers. An
old repaired tear, not affecting the engraved image itself, on lefthand leaf of the double-page plate LII, with traces of past adhesion
caused by glue there and on the facing leaf, but otherwise a fresh
and clean copy internally, with good impressions of the plates.

88 Platz,

Gustav Adolf

Wohnräume der Gegenwart.
Berlin, Propyläen Verlag 1933.

£220
84
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First and only edition. This handsome book, issued as a
volume in the Propyläen Verlag’s series on the history of
art and architecture, provides what is probably the most
extensive illustrated record of modernist and art deco
interiors of the 1920s and early 1930s by named European
architects and interior designers. The mounted colour
plates, evidently reflecting the author’s own personal design
preferences, illustrate designs by Bruno Paul, Ludwig Kozma,
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André Lurçat, Chermayeff, Rietveld, Le Corbusier & Jeanneret,
Walter Gropius and five other interior specialists.
8vo. 516 + (4)pp, hundreds of photo ills, 15 colour plates (of which
12 are mounted). Publisher’s cloth, a slight bump at top of upper
cover, in remains of pictorial dust wrapper. The book is preserved
in its publisher’s original board slipcase.
89 Price,

Uvedale ; (Marshall,
William)

A letter to H.Repton, Esq. on the
application of the practice as well as
the principles of landscape-painting
to landscape-gardening ... to which
is prefixed, Mr. Repton’s letter to
Mr. Price (bound with) A review of
The Landscape, a didactic poem :
also of an essay on the picturesque
: together with practical remarks
on rural ornament. By the author
of “Planting and Ornamental
Gardening ; a practical treatise”.
London, printed for J. Robson 1795 ;
London, for G.Nicol (and others) 1795.

£890
90 Purser,

Charles

The prospects of the nation in
regard to its national gallery :
including a reply to Mr Wilkins,
the architect to the “intended
buildings” ; observations on the
proper application of Grecian
architecture ... and suggestions for
the permanent establishment of

Two scarce published items arising from the controversy
engendered by the publication in 1794 of Richard Payne
Knight’s poem The Landscape and Uvedale Price’s An Essay on
the Picturesque. The first, written by Uvedale Price in reply
to a pamphlet by Humphrey Repton, emphasises Price’s view
that landscape gardening should be founded on the same
principles as landscape painting, while the second is a lengthy
essay by William Marshall (1745-1818), author of an earlier
treatise on Planting and Rural Ornament, in which Marshall
defends Capability Brown against accusations, particularly by
Price, that the clumps and belts so favoured by Brown and
his followers were planted in too formal a manner. Marshall’s
essay, of which this is a presentation copy, exists in this printing
only, while Price’s letter to Repton, here in its its first edition,
appeared in a second edition in 1798 and was subsequently
reprinted as part of the 1810 edition of Price’s writings on the
picturesque. BAL Cat 2620 (Price), 2060 (Marshall).
8vo. 2 works in 1. xii + 163 + (1)pp ; xvi + 275 + (1)pp. Contemporary
quarter calf, cracking at hinges. Ink presentation inscription (”from
the author”) on half title leaf of item by Marshall.

A substantial and scarce pamphlet attacking William Wilkins’s
proposed Greek classical design for the National Gallery. Its
author, Charles Purser, who had been a pupil in the office
of the London architect Edward I’Anson, had previously
won a prize from the Society of Arts for a set of measured
drawings of James Gibbs’s St Martin’s in the Fields, and was
understandably provoked by the fact that Wilkins’s portico
for the National Gallery would obstruct the vista of Gibbs’s
church from Pall Mall. His criticisms of Wilkins’s design and of
Wilkins’s general competence as an architect are overplayed,
but his suggestion that the National Gallery should not be built
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the future seat of the arts in Great
Britain.
London, Cochrane & McCrone 1833.

£385

on that particular site but should be built instead on a site in
front of the British Museum, alongside a new Royal Academy
building, is not unintelligent, and his may well have been the
earliest proposal to make sensible use of the area between
the British Museum and New Oxford Street on which the new
British Library might have been built in the late 1960s.
We have handled one previous copy of this title, back in
1994 (our Cat 21, item 102), and this, although a presentation
copy from the author, was in a recent cloth binding and lacked
the half-title leaf, which is present here. BAL Cat 2674 (likewise
lacking the half-title leaf).
8vo. viii + 76pp. Original printed wrappers, a little soiled, spine
chipped and defective at head and foot.

91 (Pützer)

Creutz, Max

Profanbauten von Friedrich Pützer
Architekt in Darmstadt.
Berlin, Ernest Wasmuth AG 1912 (11
Sonderheft der Architektur des XX
Jahrhunderts).

£95

A scarce monograph devoted to villas and public buildings
designed by the Darmstadt-based architect Friedrich Pützer
(1871-1922). The major building of his featured is Darmstadt’s
Hauptbahnhof (principal railway station), for which Pützer
had won a competition in 1907, the volume featuring both
his winning design in an Art Nouveau-influenced style and
the railway station building as completed. Other buildings
designed by Pützer and illustrated here include a new
town hall for the city of Aachen and Pützer’s own house in
Darmstadt, the latter well-illustrated with photo views of its
interior.
Small folio. 102pp, litho frontispiece, 3 litho plates. Recent marbled
boards, cloth spine.

92 Racheli,

Antonio

Delle memorie storiche di
Sabbioneta libri IV.
Casalmaggiore, Fratelli Bizzari 1849.

£240

A very substantial history of Sabbioneta, the town in Lombardy
laid out on a new site beside the river Po from the 1550s
onwards on the instructions of its ruler, Vespasiano Gonzaga
(1531-1591), which is one of the most perfect examples of
sixteenth century urban planning. The author of the present
book, Antonio Racheli, was an assiduous researcher, keen to
record every detail of the area’s history from Roman times
onwards, and it is not until Book IV, Chapter II, that he gets
round to the building of the town in its present form (which
he discusses further in Book IV, Chapters IV and V). As there
are no illustrations, this is not really a book for architectural
historians, but it is helpful for understanding the background
to Vespasiano Gonzaga’s career and cultural ambitions.
8vo. 713 + (3)pp. Original printed wrappers. No ownership
inscription, but John Bury’s copy.

93 Rerrich,

Bela

Rerrich Bela. Mit einer Einleitung
vom Künstler.
Genf [i.e.Geneva], Verlag Meister der
Baukunst 1930.

£120.00
94 (Richardson)

Henry-Russell

Hitchcock,

The architecture of H.H.Richardson
and his times 1838-1886.
New York, The Museum of Modern Art
1936.

£95

An illustrated monograph on the Hungarian architect Bela
Rerrich (1881-1932), designer of a number of major buildings
in Budapest and Szeged, and also interested in garden design.
The accompanying introductory text was supplied by Rerrich
himself. Bilingual German and English text. Jaeger 0450.
Small 4to. xx + (4)pp, (52) pp of photo ills. Publisher’s decorative
cloth. Gavin Stamp’s copy, with his bookplate. In good condition.

First edition of Hitchcock’s influential book on the US architect
H.H.Richardson which did much to restore Richardson to
his proper place among the giants of nineteenth-century
American architecture. The present copy belonged for much
of its history to Eliud John Knapp (1916-2017), a US architect
who chose to specialise in the rather recondite field of
designing veterinary clinics (Knapp evidently acquired this
book while he was serving in England with the US Army Air
Corps during the later stages of the 1939-45 war).
Folio. xxiv + 311 + (1)pp, 145 photo ills on plates. Publisher’s cloth,
in dustwrapper, the wrapper abraded with minor loss at outer
margins. Ink ownership inscription of Eliud John Knapp, London,
1945. Subsequently Gavin Stamp’s copy, with his bookplate.
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95 Rickman,

Thomas Miller

Notes on the life and of the several
imprints of the work of Thomas
Rickman, F.S.A., architect.
London, George J.W.Pitman 1901.

A scarce book on Thomas Rickman (1776-1841), compiled by
his son from his surviving papers, and providing much solid
information on Rickman’s business and architectural activities,
his family, his partners and pupils, his health and so on.
8vo. 89 + (1)pp, portrait frontispiece. Publisher’s cloth, bumped at
head and foot of spine.

£125
96 Rietdorf,

Alfred

Gilly, Wiedegeburt der Architektur.
Berlin, Hans von Hugo Verlag (1940).

£85

First edition. A vivid and well-illustrated study of Friedrich
Gilly (1772-1800), the youthful architect whose design in
Greek classical style for a monument for Frederick the Great
of Prussia was a turning point in the history of German
architecture, directly influencing Schinkel, Klenze and other
leading German architects of the early 19th century. The
book’s author, Alfred Rietdorf (1912-1943), who put forward
Gilly in his book as a model who Germans of his own time
should emulate, was killed on the Russian front during the
Stalingrad campaign, and it is interesting that the present copy
includes a loosely inserted actual photograph of him (how
many photographs of him survive today ?).
Oblong 4to. 184 +(2)pp, 169 ills. Publisher’s cloth, a little weak at
inner hinges, with pictorial dustwrapper (the wrapper frayed at
margins, with some loss of surface at lower outer margin). Gavin
Stamp’s copy, with his booklabel. Original photograph of Alfred
Rietdorf loosely inserted, with ink identification in German on
back of photo.

97 Saarinen,

Eliel

Munksnäs-Haga och StorHelsingfors. Stadsplansstudier och
Forsläg.
Helsingfors (i.e. Helsinki), Lilius &
Hertzberg 1915.

£410

A handsome volume publishing a celebrated project by the
architect Eliel Saarinen (1873-1950) for the construction of
a new planned suburb in the Munksnäs (or Munkkiniemi)
district of Helsinki, incorporating apartment blocks, villas
and public buildings, and influenced in its planning, if not in
architectural character, by such British models as Hampstead
Garden Suburb. By 1915 Saarinen had become the best-known
architect in his native Finland, but an even more distinguished
career awaited him in the USA, to which he was to emigrate
in 1923.
4to. (6) + 163 + (1)pp, 10 double-page or folding coloured maps and
plans, also many photo ills and diagrams. Publisher’s cloth, giltstamped image of house on upper cover. A good copy.

98 Santini,

Domenico Sante

Risoluzione del dubbio proposto
dal Padre Abate Raviglia, e parere
intorno alli contraforti, ed altri
danni della cupola Vaticana.
Roma, Pietro Rosati 1743.

£195

One of a number of scarce pamphlets written in the early
1740s suggesting ways of dealing with the cracks then visible
in the arches that carried the weight of the dome of St.Peter’s.
The author, Father Domenico Sante Santini, describes himself
on the title leaf as “de’ Ministri degl’Infermi, dilettante di
matematica alla Maddalena”, i.e. a member of the Order
of Ministers to the Sick, based in the monastery of Santa
Maddalena in Rome. His abilities in the present connection
were recognised by his appointment to one of the committees
set up by Pope Benedict XIII to offer recommendations for
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solving the problem presented by these cracks. The British
Architectural Library holds four of the relevant pamphlets
(BAL Cat 708, 1879, 1880 and 1882), including one which is a
reply to the present one, but does not hold this particular
pamphlet by Santini.
4to. 14 + (2)pp. Contemporary marbled boards. Contemporary
ink ownership on title life of the ‘Biblioteca di Pauli Podii
Donadei”(the library of the Franciscan monastery of San Paolo
di Poggio Donadei, in the countryside outside Rome), with the
book’s eighteenth century shelfmark given on a printed slip of
paper pasted to the foot of the title leaf and also written in ink on
the front free endpaper.
99 (Sarayna)

(ed)

Cavattoni, Cesare

Dell’origine ed ampiezza di Verona
volgarizzamento fatto nel MDXLVI
da Gabriele Saraina sopral’opera
Latina di Torello suo zio e nelle
nozze de’ nobilissimi signori Conte
Antonio Portalupi e la Marchesa
Maria di Canossala prima volta
pubblicato.
(Verona), VIII Settembre MDCCCLI.

£95

The first publication of a translation into Italian of Torello
Sarayna’s impressive history of the city of Verona, originally
published in Latin in 1546 and notable in that published
version for its numerous and impressive woodcut illustrations
of the city’s surviving buildings of the Roman period (for a
full bibliographical description of the edition of 1546 see
BAL Cat 2901). This Italian translation of Sarayna’s text, done
by his nephew Gabriele, survives today in two contemporary
manuscript copies, one of which was used by Cavattoni,
Verona’s municipal librarian, as the basis for the present
edition, printed for private circulation as his contribution to
the celebrations marking the marriage between two members
of local aristocratic families. Cavattoni’s edition is rare in
the book trade today, and remains valuable for his scholarly
introduction and added notes at the end.
The present copy came to us in 2001 as an undescribed item
in a multiple lot at a German book auction, and we decided
that as it was incomplete and we had no prospect of being
able to complete it in future from another incomplete copy,
our best course would be to give it as a present to John Bury,
who, together with the late Paul Breman, had then recently
compiled Writings on Architecture Civil and Military 1460c.1640, A Checklist of Printed Editions, published in 2000 by
Hes & De Graaf, particularly as this particular title had been
overlooked by Bury and Breman and does not feature in their
checklist.
With that, our connection with the copy ceased, and it was
not until it came back to us recently, again as an undescribed
item in a multiple lot at a book auction, that we discovered
that John Bury, although eighty-four years old at the time
that we gave the book to him, had written almost at once to
the present-day municipal librarian at Verona in a successful
attempt to secure photocopies of the missing pages,
evidencing a bibliographical zeal that in retrospect put our
pessimism about the copy to shame.
Although the copy still remains incomplete (and slightly
nibbled !), we now offer it here for what we think is an
appropriate price, together with the photocopies and with the
relevant correspondence that Bury had preserved.
Folio. (6) + 79 + (1)pp, lacking pp 25-32 (which are supplied in
photocopy, as explained above). Contemporary pink-paper
wrappers. Slight loss of surface to upper blank margins of pages, as
far as p.16, probably due to past nibbling by a rodent. No ownership
inscription but John Bury’s copy (see above).

100 (Sartoris)

Andreossi, Elvire

Alberto Sartoris. (Monographie).
Madrid, 1954.

£110
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An unfamiliar and rather charmingly written pamphlet about
Alberto Sartoris (1901-1998), one of the principal theorists of
the international modern movement in architecture and a
founder-member of CIAM. The author, an Italian-Swiss artist
and art critic, writes about Sartoris from personal knowledge
going back to their shared childhood in Geneva, Switzerland,
and Sartoris’s approval of what she says about him here can
be judged from the fact that the present copy carries a warm
personal inscription, in Sartoris’s handwriting, from him and
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his wife to the eminent British architect Denys Lasdun and his
wife Susan.
8vo. 29 + (3)pp (including preliminary blank leaf, portrait photo
frontispiece and two full-page reproductions of design sketches for
houses designed by Sartoris in Tenerife, Canary Islands). Original
printed wrappers, front cover neatly repaired. Ink presentation
inscription on preliminary blank leaf from Alberto & Carla Sartoris
to Susan & Denys Lasdun, Lutry, 7 February 1958, ”en souvenir de
notre amitié fidèle”.
101 Scamozzi, Vincenzo

Dell’idea della architettura
universale.
Venetia, Giorgio Valentino 1615
(“expensis auctoris”).

£7,850

First edition, rare today, of this celebrated and very extensive
illustrated treatise by the Venetian architect Vincenzo
Scamozzi (1548-1616), the last of the great architectural treatises
of the Renaissance period. Ii was particularly respected for
its coverage of the orders of architecture, and also attracted
attention for its author’s remarks on town planning and on
the design of houses and villas. By 1615 Scamozzi had only
completed six of the ten or twelve sections of his book which
he had originally contemplated, but in its printed form,
published at his own expense, his intended numbering was
retained, with the result that his first volume contains Books
I-III and his second volume Books VI-VIII, without Books
IV-V which were never published (such however was the
veneration in which his treatise was held that the later 1687
edition reprinted Scamozzi’s text in the same format and with
virtually identical pagination).
The present copy belonged in the early nineteenth century
to the architect Jean Thomas Thibault (1757-1826), a pupil of
Boullée, notable in his day for his redesign of the interior
of the Elysée Palace for Napoleon’s sister Caroline and her
husband Joachim Murat, and also a particularly skilled
architectural draughtsman and landscape painter. A pencil
note on a preliminary blank leaf by Thibault’s contemporary,
the long-lived architect and collector of architectural books,
Callet père (1755-1850), records that at the sale of Thibault’s
effects and library, which took place in November 1826, Callet
purchased this copy of Scamozzi, which then lacked a doublepage illustration in the first volume, and supplied what was
missing. Examination shows that Callet did indeed supply
pp 165-8 (the double-page leaf Q3-Q4) from another copy,
adding a pencil note of his own at the foot of the added leaf
, “cette feuille manquait dans nature”. It is interesting that as
early as 1826 an architect saw the need that a copy of Scamozzi
should be entirely complete, and prospective purchasers will
be pleased to know that the added leaf, which has now been
in the copy for about half the copy’s existence, is entirely
compatible in appearance with the leaves to either side of it.
BAL Cat 2917 (with an excellent bibliographical note);
Fowler Cat 292; Berlin Cat 2605; Cicognara 651; Millard, Italian
and Spanish Books 123.
Folio. 2 vols in 1. Engraved title leaf, (14) + 90+ (2 blank) + (5) + pp
96-128, 125-8, 129-193 + (2) + pp 194-218 + (4) + pp 219-352 + (2 blank)
+ (32)pp ; engraved title leaf, (10) + 172 (pp 44-8 misnumbered 3236, pp 114-5 misnumbered 90-1) + (4) + pp 173-232 + pp 235-266,
277-9 + (5) + pp 271-370 + (22)pp, many engraved and woodcut
text ills (complete thus). Seventeenth century panelled calf, gilt (a
French binding), neatly rebacked, back cover slightly scratched.
Preliminary leaves to second volume slightly browned, and a
little browning at outer blank margins generally, but a good, fresh,
unpressed copy, unrestored internally except for the double-page
inserted leaf Q3-Q4 noted above.
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102 Scamozzi, Vincenzo

Taccuino di viaggio da Parigi a
Venezia (14 Marzo - 11 Maggio
1600). Edizione e commento a cura
di Franco Barbieri.
Venezia-Roma, Istituto per la
Collaborazione Cultura (1959).

£110

Scholarly edition, rare in the book trade today, of a surviving
notebook in the handwriting of the eminent Venetian
architect Vincenzo Scamozzi, written in diary form but
wholly devoted to descriptions of the scenery and principal
buildings seen by him on a journey from Paris to Venice in
1600. Scamozzi had accompanied a Venetian diplomatic
mission sent to Prague in 1599, but had then gone separately
to Paris, and his return journey from Paris to Venice, crossing
the Alps by the San Gotthard pass, was again in company with
a Venetian diplomat.
8vo. (80 + 156 + (2)pp, 9 plates numbered I-IX on 8 ff (reproducing
sketches in Scamozzi’s notebook), folding map, and 28 photo ills
on (18) other pages of plates. Publisher’s cloth, in dustwrapper.
John Bury’s copy, with his book label and that of his son Michael
Bury. In good condition.

103 (Scamozzi)

Barbieri, Franco,
& Beltramini, Guido (eds)
Vincenzo Scamozzi 1548-1616.
(Venezia), Marsilio (2003).

£95

4to. xix + (1) + 588pp, many photo ills, some colour. Publisher’s
pictorial wrappers. John Bury’s copy, with his book label and that
of his son Michael Bury.

104 Schultz,

R.Weir (ed)

The church of the Nativity at
Bethlehem. By W. Harvey, W.R.
Lethaby, O.M. Dalton, H.A.A. Cruso
and A.C. Headlam. Illustrated from
drawings and photographs by W.
Harvey and others.
London, B.T. Batsford (for Byzantine
Research Fund) 1910.

£165
105 Scott,

Massive volume issued to coincide with a Vincenzo Scamozzi
exhibition held in Vicenza in 2003-4, with introductory essays
by the editors and other scholars including Werner Oechslin
and Howard Burns, and a catalogue of his executed works and
unexecuted projects, each written up by a named scholar.

Jonathan

The pleasures of antiquity. British
collectors of Greece and Rome.
New Haven & London, Yale University
Press for the Paul Mellon Centre for
Studies in British Art 2004 (”second
printing”).

£50

The first of the Byzantine Research Fund’s monographs,
providing the first accurate twentieth-century description of
the fourth-century church of the Nativity and of its remarkable
mosaic decoration completed in the reign of King Amaury
of Jerusalem (1163-73). The fieldwork for it was done by the
architect William Harvey, under whose name it is sometimes
catalogued, but much of the credit for this impressive folio
volume as published is due to Lethaby, Dalton and Weir
Schultz.
Folio. xi + (1) + 76pp, photo frontispiece, 12 plates (2 double-page
chromolitho, rest photo or plans). Publisher’s cloth, a little bumped
at head and foot of spine and a little worn at outer corners, covers
also slightly marked. In good condition internally.

This well-written book by the late Jonathan Scott conveniently
brings together a great deal of information from other
published sources about the noblemen and other wealthy
individuals who collected classical antiquities in Britain from
the early modern period onwards. As with other publications
of this character, it dismisses too briefly the evidence for
the collecting of Greek and Roman coins by the individuals
concerned - the 2nd Duke of Devonshire, Lord Rockingham
and Lord Sandwich would all emerge as more serious
collectors than portrayed here - but this should not take away
from the book’s real merits. First published in 2003.
4to. 340pp, many photo ills. Publisher’s cloth, in dustwrapper.
Gavin Stamp’s copy, with his booklabel. Accompanying autograph
letter, signed, 25 June 2005, from an acquaintance presenting this
copy to him, loosely inserted.

106 Sebastiani,

Leopoldo

Descrizzione e relazione istorica
del nobilissimo, e real palazzo di
Caprarola. Suo principio,situazione,
architettura, e pitture.
Roma, Eredi del Ferri 1741.

£480
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First edition of this scarce guide book to the Farnese family’s
celebrated palace at Caprarola, near Viterbo in the Lazio
region of Italy, designed for Cardinal Alessandro Farnese by
the eminent architect Giacomo Barozzi da Vignola from the
late 1550s onwards, and subsequently decorated with frescoes
by Taddeo and Federico Zuccari, Antonio Tempesta and other
painters of the period. The guide book was compiled by
Leopoldo Sebastiani, Caprarola’s hereditary curator, and it is
a very good example of the genre, taking the visitor through
each of the principal rooms of the palace building, and
incorporating a full description of the palace’s surrounding
garden, which was to become a model for early twentieth
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century garden designers working in a formal Italianate
tradition.
At the time Sebastiani was writing, the palace had recently
passed by marriage out of Farnese family ownership into the
possession of the Bourbon dynasty then reigning in Naples
and Sicily, and the dynasty’s representative at the Papal
Court, Cardinal Troiano Acquaviva d’Aragona, had assumed
responsibility for the Caprarola property and had embarked
on an extensive programme of internal restoration (see
pp 116-7), which must have served as a trigger both for the
publication of the present guide book and for the publication
in 1748 of a large folio volume which provided engraved
illustrations by Georg Caspar von Prenner of the principal
frescoes (but without any accompanying text, hence the
desirability for present-day readers of Sebastiani’s guide
book). Cicognara 4094 ; not in BAL Cat.
8vo. (8) + 127 + (1)pp. Contemporary vellum. Stamped eighteenthcentury armorial device of an early owner of the copy in outer
margin of title leaf.
107 (Semper)

Wolfgang

Herrmann,

Gottfried Semper. In search of
architecture.
Cambridge, MIT Press 1984.

The first English text of Herrmann’s excellent study of Semper
(previously available only in two separate parts in a Germanlanguage edition of 1978-81).
8vo. xxii + (2) + 320pp, 29 text ills. Publisher’s cloth, in dustwrapper.
Gavin Stamp’s copy, with his booklabel.

£55
108 (Semper)

Lipsius, Constantin

Gottfried Semper in seiner
Bedeutung als Architekt.

Berlin, Verlag der Deutsches Bauzeitung
1880.

£125

First and only edition in book form of this good study of
Semper as architect, originally published as instalments in
separate issues of the periodical Deutsche Bauzeitung. The
book’s author, Constantin Lipsius (1832-1894), an architect
and teacher of architecture best known for his striking design
for the Royal Academy of Fine Arts building in Dresden
(the “Lipsius-Bau”), was an admirer of Semper’s opinions
on architecture and decoration, and he provides a clearly
expressed and thoughtful survey of Semper’s architectural
career and executed designs.
8vo. Woodcut portrait frontispiece, (4) + 103 + (1)pp, 33 woodcut
ills. Mid twentieth century cloth, marbled boards, strengthened
with tape at inner hinges. Old ink shelf number on title leaf. A fresh
copy internally.

109 Serlio,

Sebastiano

Architettura ... in sei libri divisa,
ne’ quali vengono dottamente, &
con ogni chiarezza spiegate tutte
le oscurita, & secreti dell’arte.
Nuovamente impressi in beneficio
universale in lingua latina, &
volgare, con alcune aggiunte.
Venezia, Gio.Giacomo Hertz 1663.

£6,850
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A very large, clean, untrimmed copy of a seemingly
unrecorded issue of this collected folio edition of Serlio,
containing illustrated texts of his Books I-V and also his Libro
Estraordinario. What is remarkable about this particular
edition is that it reused the original woodblocks last used for
editions of Serlio issued by the Venetian publisher Melchiore
Sessa in the 1550s and early 1560s, some of which blocks
had indeed been used for the first time in the first editions
of Books III and IV originally published as long ago as 1537
and 1540. The well-known intervening Venetian editions,
respectively published in 1566, 1584 and 1619, had all been
in a reduced size quarto format and had been printed from
different woodblocks.
The edition of 1663, which exists in two states, one with
the imprint of Combi & Le Nou (BAL Cat 2975), and one,
seemingly unrecorded and perhaps the earlier of the two,
with the G.G.Hertz imprint as here, was the brainchild of
Salustio Piobbici, an enterprising Venetian, who had already
republished Rusconi’s 1590 treatise on architecture at the
beginning of the 1660s, similarly using the original woodblocks.
In this instance the fact that some of the original woodcut
blocks were no longer suitable for use meant that Piobbici
had in some places to adapt the surviving text and to find
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additional replacement illustrations, in a “rough and ready”
manner as explained by the compilers of the BAL Catalogue
(their no.2975), and the makeshift nature of some of Piobbici’s
solutions is illustrated in this copy by the presence of two half-
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sheet errata leaves carrying new woodcut illustrations, one a
replacement for an incorrect one at the foot of p.245 and the
other intended to fill a blank space on p.332 (the BAL copy
contains this half-sheet errata leaf but not the half-sheet errata
leaf for p.245, which appears to be unrecorded).
Additions made by Piobbici to the stock of woodcut
illustrations used for previous editions include a woodcut
illustration on the verso of the volume’s title leaf which
he describes as a “vera effigies” (true portrait) of Serlio,
although this is believed in reality to be an image of Francesco
Marcolini, the original publisher of Books III and IV. Another
very visible addition is a leaf at the end of the volume which
carries an engraved illustration, made up from four separate
copper plates, of the “Quadrato Geometrico”(surveyor’s rule)
devised in the middle of the sixteenth century by Silvio Belli
(c.1520-c.1579), author at that time of a successful treatise
on surveying and measuring (the compilers of the BAL Cat
surmise that actual specimens of Belli’s rule might have been
available for sale via Piobbici or his publishers).
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The accompanying text, printed in parallel columns in
Italian and Latin, is similarly adapted from that of earlier
editions, the Italian text being taken from the collected quarto
edition, while the Latin text derives from that of a translation
of Serlio’s text done in the 1560s by the Venetian intellectual
Giancarlo Saraceni.
The present copy, measuring approx 405mm (height) x
260mm (width), is the largest copy of this edition that this
cataloguer has ever seen - by comparison, the BAL copy is
described as measuring 357mm (height) only - and it looks as
if it was bound up from a set of entirely untrimmed sheets.
The copy is in good, clean, fresh condition throughout, except
that the last eight leaves are slightly browned towards their
foot, and it is certainly the biggest and probably the best copy
of this edition that we are ever likely to handle. It should be
noted that the quality of the inking of individual woodcut
illustrations is variable, but nearly all the woodblocks involved
were over a century old at the time, several showing visible
traces of worming, and the whole production is remarkable in
the circumstances. BAL Cat 2975 ; Fowler Cat 332 ; not in Berlin
Cat or Cicognara.
Large folio. (4) + (436)pp (numbered 1-240, 239-325, 324-372, 375-410,
413-6, 415-33 +(1), as issued), many woodcut text ills throughout,
12 full-page engraved ills printed as illustrations to Book V
occupying the rectos of the last twelve of the leaves of the Libro
Estraordinario, and a further full-page engraved illustration of Silvio
Belli’s Quadrato Geometrico, printed from four copper plates, on
the recto of the volume’s final leaf (which has an engraved vignette
on its verso). Two half sheet printed errata leaves are bound in,
respectively carrying additional woodcut ills intended for p.245
and p.332. Mid twentieth century quarter vellum, marbled boards.
Two leaves neatly repaired for minor loss of surface at blank outer
margin, two further leaves at end repaired for similarly minor tears
at foot. Last eight leaves in volume varyingly browned towards foot,
but otherwise a very good, very large, clean and untrimmed copy.
110 (Serlio)

Bell

Dinsmoor, William

The literary remains of Sebastiano
Serlio.
(New York), The Art Bulletin, vol.XXIV,
nos 1 and 2 (March 1942 and June 1942).

£85

111 (Sharpe,

Large 4to. Two issues from the periodical The Art Bulletin. The
issues are respectively paginated (2) + 111 + (3)pp, and (4) +
pp (115)-201 + (3), each including numerous photo plates, and
Dinsmoor’s articles on Serlio occupy pp 55-91 and pp (115)-154.
Original printed wrappers. No ownership inscriptions but John
Bury’s copies.

Edmund)

A visit to the domed churches
of Charente, France, by the
Architectural Association of
London, in the year 1875. Published
as a memorial to Edmund Sharpe.
With an historical and descriptive
text.
(No imprint, but London, for the
Architectural Association 1880).

£390

Two articles published in The Art Bulletin by the Columbia
University academic William Bell Dinsmoor (1886-1973),
which remain a significant element in the published literature
on Serlio. The second of his two articles was particularly
important in that it provided the first proper scholarly
account of Serlio’s original manuscript of one version of his
unpublished Book VI.

A substantial volume which is of interest both for its careful
measured illustrations of the cathedral at Angoulême and of
other fine Romanesque churches in the Charente district of
France, and as a memorial to the architect Edmund Sharpe,
who had organised the tour during which enthusiastic
Architectural Association members had made the drawings
on which the plates are based. Sharpe had had two separate
careers, the first as a church architect in the north of England,
the second as a railway contractor, and he had acquired an
extensive knowledge of the mediaeval architecture of France
and Germany as well as of Britain, as the biographical and
bibliographical sections of the present book show. All copies
of the book appear to have been issued in a handsome full
decorative morocco binding designed for the Architectural
Association, presumably by one of its members.
4to. (6) + (4 blank ) +xiv + (4 blank) +(2)+48+(4 blank)pp, coloured
litho map, 59 litho plates, 2 of which double-page. Original
full decorative morocco, gilt, with monogram of Architectural
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Association on lower cover, neatly rebacked using original spine.
Carte de visite photograph of Edmund Sharpe mounted on front
paste down endpaper as usual. Stamped ownership inscriptions
of David B.Dick, architect (presumably David Brash Dick, architect,
Toronto, Canada), and of H.H.Martyn & Company Ltd, Sunningend
Works, Cheltenham. Subsequently Gavin Stamp’s copy, with his
booklabel.
112 (Stamp,

Josiah Charles)

Herefordshire churches of interest.
Their architectural features and
beauties (title taken from printed
advance announcement in
Hereford Times newspaper)
(Hereford, Hereford Times 2 September
1905 following).

£240

In 1905 Josiah Charles Stamp, subsequently 1st Baron Stamp
(1880-1941), later to become famous but then a newly married
Surveyor of Taxes at the Hereford office of the Inland Revenue,
and a Wesleyan Methodist lay preacher, took upon himself to
write a series of newspaper articles for the Hereford Times on
Herefordshire’s mediaeval parish churches, signed with the
initials J.C.S., and these are what are mounted in the present
album. It can be claimed with confidence that the present
set of these articles, bound together with the accompanying
newspaper correspondence which they generated, is the only
set of these articles that survives in anything approaching
book format, and it represents a probably unrecognised
addition to the author’s known published writings.
The attention shown in these articles to accurate historical
detail, and to the evidence provided by such features of the
churches’ surviving fabric as mouldings and window tracery,
is an early manifestation of the intellect and ambition which
was to launch the author, the future Lord Stamp, who had
left school before the age of sixteen, from a junior post in
the Inland Revenue through a dazzling career in the public
service all the way to a peerage and the position of Chief
Adviser to the Government on Economic Co-ordination. His
services were particularly valued by Neville Chamberlain,
Britain’s Prime Minister in 1937-40, who even thought of him as
a potential war-time Chancellor of the Exchequer. Regrettably,
he was to be killed by a bomb at his London home in April
1941, and, as his contemporary Lord Beveridge put it in his
article on Stamp in the DNB, “by this direct hit the Germans
did more harm to their chief enemy than they could then have
realised”.
We also offer with this album a related notebook, of
small octavo format and in a limp leather binding, written
throughout in ink in Lord Stamp’s handwriting, containing an
alphabetically arranged dictionary of the principal terms used
in the description of mediaeval church architecture, given by
Stamp the title “Concise Guide to the Styles”. The presence
on its first page of Lord Stamp’s address when resident in
Hereford dates its composition to the same approximate
period as his articles in the Hereford Times.
4to. An album containing the text of 35 newspaper articles on
“Herefordshire Churches”written by the future Lord Stamp for
the Hereford Times newspaper from September 1905 onwards,
with accompanying woodcut illustrations signed F.N.B. The
articles are cut and mounted, together with cuttings of associated
correspondence also printed in the Hereford Times, on both sides
of (39)ff of stiff card. The album also contains a mounted typed
letter, signed, written to the author by the Hon.Secretary of the
Woolhope Club (local Herefordshire antiquarian society) 11
May 1909. The album was rebound in the early 1980s in quarter
calf, marbled boards. Loosely inserted are two examples of Lord
Stamp’s engraved bookplate, and an autograph letter, signed, 27
December 1984, from Trevor Stamp, 3rd Baron Stamp, the author’s
surviving son, in which Trevor Stamp records that he has had the
album rebound and is giving it and the small associated notebook
(which we are also offering here) to Gavin Stamp ; Gavin Stamp
was Josiah Charles Stamp’s great-nephew and therefore a cousin of
Trevor Stamp. A further autograph letter, signed, from Trevor Stamp
to Gavin Stamp, 19 December 1977, has an attached photocopy of
a newspaper photograph of the Stamp family taken at the golden
wedding of their common ancestor Charles Stamp.
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113 Taylor,

W.

Annals of St.Mary Overy ; an
historical and descriptive account of
St.Saviour’s church and parish.
London, “published for the author by
Messrs Nichols & Son” 1833.

£165

A book on the future Southwark Cathedral by the local artist
and engraver William Taylor, which provides the most nearly
contemporary record of restoration work done to the church in
the 1820s and 1830s by the architects George Gwilt (1773-1856)
and Robert Wallace (c.1790-1874), and which complements
an earlier nineteenth-century book on the cathedral by W.G.
Moss. Taylor also describes recent discoveries of Roman
remains in Southwark, the monuments in the church, and
so on, making his factual narrative more acceptable to his
readers by casting much of it as a conversation between him
and a genial old antiquary. The plates were engraved by the
author himself, partly from his own drawings. The work was
originally issued in parts, and the present copy retains the
early printed preface leaf additional to the signature collation,
not present in a previous copy of this title which we have
catalogued, which was probably issued with the first part but
later cancelled. BAL Cat 3252.
4to. (8) + 143 + (1)pp, 20 engr plates (one partly hand-coloured).
Contemporary full diced black calf, neatly rebacked.

114 Tenison,

Edward ; Farrant,
Henry ; James, John

(Tenison) The true copies of
some letters, occasion’d by the
demand for dilapidations in the
archiepiscopal see of Canterbury.
Part I (Part II) ; (Farrant) A letter to
Mr Archdeacon Tenison, detecting
several misrepresentations in
his pamphlets relating to the
demand for dilapidations ; (James)
The survey and demand for
dilapidations in the archiepiscopal
see of Canterbury, justified, against
the cavils and misrepresentations,
contained in some letters lately
published by Mr Archdeacon
Tenison.
(London), “printed in the year 1716” (first
two items) ; (London), “printed in the
year 1717” ; London, “printed by William
Hunter in Jewin Street MDCCXVII’’ (i.e.,
in 1717).

£640

Four scarce early eighteenth century pamphlets documenting
a dispute between Edward Tenison (1673-1735), Archdeacon of
Carmarthen (and subsequently Bishop of Ossory), executor
to his cousin Thomas Tenison (1636-1715), Archbishop
of Canterbury, and the new Archbishop of Canterbury,
William Wake, over the amount of money due to Wake from
Archbishop Tenison’s estate for necessary repairs to the
Archiepiscopal palaces at Lambeth and Croydon.
For architectural history the most important of the pamphlets
is that by the architect John James (c.1672-1746), who had
been called in by the new archbishop to do a survey of the
palace buildings and who had subsequently agreed, as he
had supposed, a list of dilapidations and the costs of putting
them right with Archdeacon Tenison’s representative William
Dickinson, Surveyor to the Dean and Chapter of Westminster
Abbey. James’s pamphlet is of interest for documenting the
procedure involved in coming to an agreed value for the
dilapidations - he and Dickinson were each attended by a
mason, a carpenter, a bricklayer and a plumber of their own
choice (”eight artificers, all men of honest reputation”) - and
for comments on the then condition of the buildings (the
Lollard’s Tower at Lambeth Palace “looks rather like a part of
Bedlam, than of an Archbishop’s palace”).
The root cause of the dispute was that Edward Tenison
wished to pay as little as possible out of Archbishop Tenison’s
estate towards the cost of putting the palace buildings in
order - they had evidently been allowed to deteriorate
during Archbishop Tenison’s long tenure of the diocese of
Canterbury, towards the end of which the Archbishop had
been very aged and infirm - and with this objective in mind
he rejected the initial valuation for the dilapidations agreed
between James and Dickinson but eventually settled for
a lower valuation arrived at by arbitrators. Tenison’s own
pamphlets set out the facts from his point of view, but his
contentions are effectively rebutted by the subsequent
pamphlets issued by Farrant, Archbishop Wake’s lawyer, and
by John James. Farrant’s pamphlet, discussing in turn all the
issues in the case, incorporates a separate memorandum by
Ambrose Warren, one of the late Archbishop’s employees,
in which Warren attributes the failure to carry out repairs at
Lambeth in 1713-4 to the avariciousness and drunkenness of
Archdeacon Tenison’s uncle, another Edward Tenison, who
was then acting as the Archbishop’s steward.
Although the pamphlets are by different authors and
are not bound together, we offer them as a group, for they
present both sides of this dispute and clearly belong together.
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John James’s pamphlet is listed by Harris/Savage as their no.
379 (on the basis of copies in the British Library and at Yale).
None of the pamphlets are in the BAL Cat.
Small 4to. 4 pamphlets. 8pp ; 7 + (1)pp ; 15 + (1)pp ; 16pp. First two
pamphlets (by Tenison)browned and bound together in recent
boards ; pamphlet by Farrant sewn as issued, with early nineteenth
century engraved book label of Thomas Fisher, Hoxton, pasted
to back cover ; pamphlet by James bound in recent boards. No
ownership inscriptions but all derive from the library of Sir Howard
Colvin.
115 (Terbrugghen).

Benedict

Nicolson,

Hendrick Terbrugghen
London, Lund Humphries 1958.

£195
116 Tonci,

Salvatore

Descrizione ragionata della Galleria
Doria preduta da un breve saggio
di pittura dedicata a sua altezza la
Principezza Radzivill castellana di
Vilna.
Roma, Liuigi Perego Salvioni 1794

£580

Sought-after catalogue raisonné of the surviving paintings
attributed to the Dutch figure painter Hendrick Terbrugghen
(1588-1629).
Large 4to. v + (1) + 138pp, 112 photo plates. Publisher’s cloth, in
dustwrapper. A good copy.

The first printed description, and a very full one, of the
collection of paintings in the Palazzo Doria Pamphili in Rome,
primarily put together in the middle of the seventeenth
century by Camillo Pamphili, nephew of Pope Innocent X,
but enlarged by subsequent generations of the Pamphili and
Doria Pamphili familes. The collection is still extant today
and includes the celebrated portrait of Pope Innocent X by
Velasquez (described here on p.162). Salvatore Tonci (17561844), who both wrote the description of the paintings and
an introductory essay on painting as a fine art, was living and
working in Rome at that time, but his complicated career had
previously taken him to Naples and to Bologna, and after a
brief spell in Poland, where he had been employed as a
professional singer at the court of King Stanislaus Poniatowski,
he went to Russia, establishing himself as a portrait painter
and drawing teacher in Moscow and marrying into the Russian
aristocracy. His contacts with Poland doubtless account for the
fact that his book is dedicated to Princess Radziwill, a member
of the wealthiest of all Polish aristocratic families at that time.
Cicognara 3892.
8vo. xviii + 235 + (1)pp, engraved folding plate. Contemporary
marbled wrappers, neatly rebacked, upper cover of wrappers also
repaired for loss of surface at left hand side and at lower outer
corner. Title leaf repaired at lower outer corner without loss to
printed surface. A little spotting at margins, but essentially a good,
fresh copy. From the stock of the late Diana Parikian, antiquarian
bookseller.

117 (Tronçon,

Jean)

L’entrée triomphante de leurs
Majestez Louis XIV Roy de
France et de Navarre, et Marie
Therese d’Austriche son espouse,
dans la ville de Paris capitale de
leurs royaumes, au retour de la
signature de la paix generalle et
de leur heureux mariage. Enrichie
d’un grand nombrede figures,
d’harangues & autres pieces
considerables pour l’histoire. Le
tout exactement recueilly par
l’ordre de Messieurs de Ville.
Paris, Pierre Le Petit (and others) 1662
(date of printing given on verso of final
leaf).

£1,700
68

First edition, first state, of this handsome volume issued as
a record of the ceremonial entry into Paris of Louis XIV and
his wife the Infanta Maria Theresa of Spain on 26 August 1660,
following their marriage at Saint Jean de Luz on 9 June 1660
and the previous signing of the Peace of the Pyrenees between
France and Spain in November 1659. This had been the first
official event of this character to be held in Paris during the
reign of Louis XIV, and it was celebrated with great enthusiasm
by the Paris city authorities, who subsequently ordered the
publication of the present volume, with impressive engraved
illustrations commissioned from Jean Marot and from other
prominent Parisian engravers of the period. The engravings
illustrate the elaborate temporary triumphal arches erected
for the occasion, together with views of the Porte SaintAntoine, the Hotel de Ville, the Pont Notre-Dame, the Place
Dauphiné, and the Hotel de Beauvais, all on the route of the
royal procession. A very large folding engraving, accounting
for five of the volume’s plates, illustrates every participant in
the procession, some on foot but mostly on horseback, all in
their various costumes.
The authorship of the text is not explicitly indicated, but it is
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known that the text was supplied by Jean Tronçon, a Parisian
lawyer.
The present copy lacks one engraved plate, illustrating the
“Arc de pierre sur le pont dormant de la Porte Saint Anthoine”
(Mauban, Jean Marot, 1944, p.69, provides an image of the
plate in question), but is otherwise complete and in generally
pleasing condition. It is in an elaborate contemporary giltpanelled binding, with an overall pattern of gilt-stamped
fleurs de lis both on its outside covers and on its inside
covers, and it seems probable to us that this was a binding
for a copy intended for presentation to a dignitary. It should
be recorded that in our copy no date appears on the title
leaf, while copies of a later state, probably intended for wider
circulation, carry the words “et imprimée l’an MDCLXII” after
the words “Messieurs de Ville”. A note in pencil on a blank leaf
has enabled us to identify this as a copy which passed through
a Sotheby sale of 14 March 1967, lot 95, when it was purchased
by the bookselling firm of Davis & Orioli for £75. Vinet 501;
Cicognara 1459; Berlin Cat 2998; Millard, French Books 159,
160. See back cover illustration.
Folio. Title leaf, engraved frontispiece, engraved portrait of Louis
XIV (folded at margins), engraved dedication leaf, (4) + 7 + (1) +
34 + (26) (numbered 1-28, skipping 15-16 as issued) + 12pp, 21
(ex 22) engraved plates (some double-page, others folding, and
including a very large engraved illustration of the royal procession,
accounting for 5 plates). Contemporary mottled panelled calf, gilt,
with elaborate gilt-tooled outer borders and with an overall pattern
of gilt-stamped fleur-de-lis covering the whole of the upper and
lower covers within the panelled area (this design is repeated on
the inside covers (doublures) of the volume, both at the front and
at the back). The volume was neatly rebacked long ago, using the
remains of the volume’s original spine, and there are a few old
scratches to its outer covers. A pencil note on a blank leaf preceding
the title leaf records “Sotheby’s March 14th, 95, £75” (see above).
118 (University

Library,
Cambridge) (Coddington,
Henry)

A few remarks on the “New Library”
question. By a member of neither
Syndicate.
Cambridge, Deighton 1831.

A pamphlet by Rev.Henry Coddington, Fellow of Trinity
College, Cambridge, arguing in support of Cockerell’s design
for the new Cambridge University Library, and criticising the
arguments advanced in earlier pamphlets by Whewell and by
Rickman & Hutchinson. Not in BAL Cat.
8vo. 31 + (1)pp. Recent cloth. No ownership inscription but Sir
Howard Colvin’s copy.

£120
119 (Vaccaro)

Giuseppe Vaccaro. Con preazione
di Nino Bertocchi.
Ginevra [i.e.Geneva], Casa Editrice
Maestri dell’Architettura 1930.

Well-illustrated monograph on the work up to 1930 of
Giuseppe Vaccaro (1896-1970), an architect in Bologna, Italy,
working in the classical tradition. The volume features his
large Post Office building in Naples and his entry in the
competition for the League of Nations headquarters in
Geneva. Bilingual text in Italian and French. Jaeger 0453.

£145

Small 4to. xxi + (3)pp, 65 + (1)pp of photo ills. Publisher’s giltstamped cloth, spine faded. Gavin Stamp’s copy, with his booklabel.

120 (Vanbrugh) Whistler,
Laurence

Only edition of Whistler’s second and best-known book on
the architect and playwright Sir John Vanbrugh, based on
more extensive documentary evidence than his book of 1938,
and printing the texts of twenty-five previously unpublished
letters from Vanbrugh. Its illustrations are numerous and
well-chosen, and it is altogether an excellent example of
book production of the period.

The imagination of Vanbrugh and
his fellow artists.
London, Art & Technics Ltd (and
Batsford) 1954.

£250
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Folio. xv + (1) + 269 + (1)pp, 140 photo plates. Publisher’s cloth,
gilt (binding designed by Whistler). John Bury’s copy, with his
bookplate.

121 Vaudoyer, (Antoine-Laurent
Thomas)

Notice ... sur l’ancien château de
Madrid, bâti par ordre de François
1er, dans le Bois de Boulogne, et
démoli en 1792.
(No imprint details, but 1839).

£75

A rare surviving offprint of the text of a lecture by the veteran
French architect Antoine-Laurent Thomas Vaudoyer (17561846), originally published as part of an equally rare 81-page
publication issued under the title Institut Royal de France,
Séance Publique Annuelle des Cinq Académies, du Jeudi 2
Mai 1839, Paris, Firmin Didot Frères, 1839. It offered the first
considered discussion in modern times of the history and
architecture of the Château de Madrid, built on a site in the
Bois de Boulogne, outside Paris, for François II of France
during the second quarter of the sixteenth century. Those
involved in its design and construction included the Italians
Girolamo della Robbia and Primaticcio, as well as the French
architect Philibert de l’Orme, and the château’s demolition
during the French Revolution was a serious loss to France’s
architectural heritage. Vaudoyer’s lecture was subsequently
reissued by him as a separate pamphlet, again very rare (BAL
Cat 3405 : the compilers of the BAL Catalogue were unaware
of its prior publication in the present form).
4to. (12)pp, paginated (1) + pp 44-53 + (1)pp. Original blue-paper
wrappers, the wrappers creased and defective at outer margins.

122 Viollet-le-Duc,

Emmanuel)

E(ugène

On restoration ... and a notice of
his works in connection with the
historical monuments of France by
Charles Wethered.
London, Sampson Low, Marston, Low
and Searle 1875.

£295

Only edition of this surprisingly uncommon little book,
offering an English translation of the article on “Restauration”
in Viollet-le-Duc’s Dictionnaire d’Architecture, and an
accompanying essay by Charles Wethered focusing on Violletle-Duc’s three most celebrated restoration projects up to that
date, those for Notre Dame in Paris, for the abbey of SaintDenis on Paris’s outskirts, and for the château at Pierrefonds
(Oise). Wethered (1827-1897), then in practice as a surgeon
at Stroud, Gloucestershire, happened to be a close friend,
architectural client and neighbour of Benjamin Bucknall (18331895), Viollet-le-Duc’s most ardent British disciple, and he
and Bucknall had recently visited these three sites, returning
to England with a shared enthusiasm for Viollet-le-Duc,
described by Wethered here as “an intellectual king among
men” (p.96), and as “a notable living example of the hero as
artist, as poet, or seer, who speaks to us for our instruction
and delight, not only in the printed volume, but in the still
more fascinating language of form and colour” (p.97). This
was an extraordinary level of praise for Viollet-le-Duc, who
was to remain a very controversial figure in his native France,
and although even Viollet-le-Duc himself found Wethered’s
remarks slightly embarrassing, what Wethered has to say is
significant in that it crystallises a generalised feeling in Britain
that Viollet-le-Duc should be regarded as of equivalent status
to Ruskin, that other great architectural prophet of the middle
years of the nineteenth century.
The present copy belonged initially to Henry Sumners
(1825-1895, ARIBA 1861, FRIBA 1866), a partner in the Liverpool
architectural practice of Culshaw and Sumners, responsible
for a number of significant architectural commissions in the
Liverpool area in the 1860s and early 1870s. More recently it
passed into the possession of Christopher Fyson Stell (19292014), a RCHM England employee with a particular interest in
the architecture of Nonconformist chapels.
8vo. Portrait litho frontispiece, vii + (1) + 110 + (2)pp, 40pp
publisher’s adverts. Publisher’s decorative gilt-and blind-stamped
cloth. Ink ownership inscription on front free endpaper of Henry
Sumners, architect, Liverpool, 1876, and the more recent ink
ownership inscription on half title leaf of Christopher Fyson Stell,
12 August 1952. A little bumped at head and foot of spine, but
generally a good copy.
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123 Vitruvius

L’architettura generale ... ridotta in
compendio dal Sig. Perrault.
Venezia, G.B.Albrizzi 1747.

£740

First edition of this Italian translation of Perrault’s abridged
version of Vitruvius. Perrault’s abridgement, in which
Vitruvius’s main teachings are picked out and arranged in a
proper sequence, had originally been published in French as
far back as 1674, but a fresh wave of interest in the principles
of classical architecture, emanating from the circle around
Joseph Smith, British Consul at Venice, led to the appearance
of this very careful translation into Italian, checked both
against Perrault and against the famous Barbaro edition of
Vitruvius ; and it was this Italian version of Perrault that was
customarily acquired by English travellers on the Grand Tour.
The volume includes a dedication by the volume’s publisher
to Giacomo Campelli, heir to an aristocratic family in Belluno
in the mainland territories of the Venetian republic. The plates
reproduce those done for Perrault, with the addition of a new
plate showing the base and pedestal of the Ionic order of
architecture. BAL Cat 3541 ; Cicognara 732 ; Fowler 423 (the
Fowler copy is of a variant issue, with a shorter dedication).
8vo. Engraved frontispiece, (42) + 213 + (1) + (30)pp, 12 engr
plates on 11 ff (plates 1-9 with text on their versos, plates 10 and
11 on different sides of one folding leaf which also carries text).
Contemporary quarter calf, marbled boards (slight split at foot of
rear joint of spine).

124 Vitruvius

Marci Vitruvii Pollionis de
architectura libri decem. Ex fide
librorum scriptorum recensuit,
emendavit, suisque et virorum
doctorum annotationibus illustravit
Io.Gottlob Schneider, Saxo.
Leipzig, G.J.Göschen 1807, 1808, 1808.

£750

A very good scholarly edition of Vitruvius by the German
academic Johann Gottlob Schneider (1750-1822). The first
volume prints Schneider’s text of Books I-X of Vitruvius,
and the two other volumes his very extensive commentary
on disputed readings and on other matters arising from a
critical study of every line of Vitruvius’s text. Rather pleasingly,
he dedicates his book to six named contemporaries “qui
de Vitruvio bene meriti sunt” (who have deserved well of
Vitruvius), including the academics C.G.Heyne, C.A.Boetticher
and Alois Hirt, and the architect Hans Christian Genelli. Since
the volumes contain no illustrations and their text is in Latin
throughout, they are very much an item for the specialist
collector of editions of Vitruvius or for an institutional library,
but the merits of Schneider’s edition have consistently been
recognised by subsequent scholars, and the present copy, in a
pleasing contemporary binding, is probably as good a copy as
is likely to appear in the book trade. BAL Cat 3504.
4to. 3 vols. lxxvi + 312pp ; (2) + 501 + (1)pp ; (2) + 394 + (4)pp.
Contemporary quarter calf, marbled boards, gilt spines. A good set.

125 Vitruvius

The civil architecture of Vitruvius.
Comprising those books of the
author which relate to the public
and private edifices of the ancients.
Translated by William Wilkins ...
with an introduction containing
an historical view of the rise and
progress of architecture amongst
the Greeks.
London, Longman 1812 (but issued
1812-4).

£880
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William Wilkins (1778-1839), architect of Downing College,
Cambridge, the National Gallery, London, and Grange
Park, Hampshire, was the leading British exponent of an
archaeologically accurate Greek Revival style for public and
private buildings in the first quarter of the 19th century. His
English-language translation of the relevant passages from
Vitruvius, accompanied by notes, and preceded by an essay
on Greek architecture contributed by the Earl of Aberdeen,
the style’s leading aristocratic supporter, was eagerly read
by contemporaries and remains essential in understanding
the handling of the Greek Revival style by English-speaking
architects in the years that followed. First and only edition,
printed in a handsomely large format with wide margins.
A presentation inscription on the title leaf records that this
copy was given to Arthur Shean Newman in February 1846
by his father. Both Arthur Shean Newman (1828-1873) and
his father, John Newman (1786-1859), were London-based
architects (see Colvin), and it is interesting to see from the
marginal notes made by Arthur Newman in this copy that a
trainee architect in 1846, as he then was, was still paying careful
attention to Vitruvius’s text in an era when Gothic architecture
had become fashionable. BAL Cat 3535.

Large 4to. (8) + lxxvi + 282 + (2 blank)pp, (41) engr plates numbered
14 +13+ 9 + 5 (Section IV, plate 1, repaired for a marginal tear,
without loss). Quarter green calf, cloth sides. Plates varyingly
spotted, as often with this title, chiefly at outer blank margins, but
text pages clean throughout. Ink presentation inscription on title
leaf recording that this was a gift to Arthur Shean Newman from his
father (the architect John Newman) on 21 February 1846. Armorial
bookplate of Newman family on front pastedown endpaper.
Subsequently in the library of the Walgate & Elsworth architectural
firm, Cape Town, South Africa, with their mid-twentieth century
ownership stamp on inside front cover and at foot of title leaf (but
not elsewhere). Annotations and reading marks in ink and pencil
by Arthur Shean Newman, some dated 1846, in outer blank margins
of text leaves.
126 (Wertheim)

Wertheim Album (title taken from
upper cover).
Berlin, nd (before 1914 ?).

£195

A handsomely illustrated photographic record of the interiors
of the Wertheim department store in Leipziger Strasse, Berlin,
designed by the architect Alfred Messel in the mid 1890s and
enlarged, again to Messel’s designs, between 1903 and 1906. It
is recognised as Messel’s most iconic building.
Although the album itself provides no details about the
date of the building’s construction, we offer it together with
a 32-page octavo illustrated pamphlet, in original pictorial
wrappers, issued by the Wertheim firm in the 1930s, which
includes a short summary of the store’s building history on its
inside front cover, and, more usefully, provides in the captions
to the illustrations the names of some of the designers
responsible for individual features in the interior.
Large folio. 32pp, mostly photo ills. Original printed wrappers,
slightly creased at upper margin, with decorative printed label
on upper cover. Minor old repairs to margins of wrappers using
adhesive tape. Ownership stamp of Architekt M.F.Rabe, Berlin, on
upper margin of first leaf. Subsequently Gavin Stamp’s copy, with
his bookplate (this copy acquired by him in Hannover, 1972).
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127 (White,

John)

Some account of the proposed
improvements of the western part
of London, by the formation of
the Regent’s Park, the new street,
the new sewer, &. &. illustrated by
plans, and accompanied by critical
observations.
London, “printed and published by W.
and P.Reynolds, 137, Oxford Street” 1814.

£2,200

First edition. Two John Whites, father and son, succeeded
each other as Surveyor to the London estate of the Duke
of Portland, which until 1811 held a lease of Marylebone
Park, the area of open space then about to be developed as
Regent’s Park. The elder John White had submitted a plan for
the layout of the new park as early as 1809, and although this
had been set aside in favour of a plan submitted by John Nash,
and the elder John White had since died, the implementation
of Nash’s plan had not gone smoothly, and the younger John
White took the opportunity to have the present volume
issued in 1814 (BAL Cat 3623 : White is not identified as the
volume’s author on the title leaf, but is named as the author
on the title leaf of the enlarged second edition published in
1815). In it he mounted a vigorous defence of his father’s plan,
contrasting it both with Nash’s plan and a rival plan produced
by the architects Leverton and Chawner, and printed the text
of each of these architects’ accompanying reports. He also
criticised the intended line of the new Regent Street and the
proposed “grand tunnel sewer” that would follow the same
line, and the volume as a whole is a very helpful source of
information on the genesis of Regent’s Park and Regent Street.
The volume contains a large folding engraved plate, dated
7 June 1813, showing the line of John Nash’s intended new
street from Charing Cross to Portland Place, as well as three
hand-coloured folding engraved plans showing the designs
for the layout of the proposed new park respectively prepared
by Nash, by Leverton and Chawner, and by White’s father, and
an uncoloured folding engraved plate illustrating the younger
White’s design for a new church in classical style that would
occupy a site adjacent to the park at the north end of Harley
Street.
Copies of this first edition are rarer than copies of the 1815
second edition, which exists in more than one state (see the
descriptions of copies of the 1815 edition which appear in our
Catalogues 58 and 68), and this is the only copy of the first
edition that we have so far handled. It should be noted that
the engraved plate showing the route of Nash’s intended
street is not found in all copies, and it is pleasing that it is
present here. BAL Cat 3623.
8vo. iv + 99 + (1) + lxxxii pp, (5) folding engraved plates (of which 3
are hand-coloured). Original boards, with publisher’s printed label
on spine.

128 (Wright,

Frank Lloyd)

The life work of the American
architect Frank Lloyd Wright,
with contributions by Frank Lloyd
Wright, an introduction by architect
H.Th.Wijdeveld and many articles
by famous European and American
writers. (Wendingen, vol.7, nos.3-9).
Santpoort, C.A.Mees 1925, 1926.

£1,650

A set, in their original part covers as issued, of the seven
consecutive issues devoted to Frank Lloyd Wright in the
periodical Wendingen in 1925/6. This was the first major
publication devoted to Frank Lloyd Wright’s architectural
work since the great portfolios published by Wasmuth in 1910,
and it includes text by Frank Lloyd Wright himself, as well as
contributions on aspects of his architectural achievement
by Berlage, Oud, Lewis Mumford, Mendelsohn and Louis
Sullivan (who writes on Wright’s Imperial Hotel in Tokyo). It
is also notable for its good photo illustrations and measured
drawings of buildings by Wright, and for its pleasing
typographical design by Wendingen’s editor, H.T.Wijdeveld.
It was Wijdeveld’s intention that the issues should ultimately
be bound up for publication in book form, but the part issue
predates the bound volume and is therefore bibliographically
preferable, especially as the part covers, attractively printed
with a design in red, white and black, were omitted from
bound copies. Sets of all seven issues in their part covers
are also definitely rarer today than are copies of the bound
volume.
Oblong folio. 7 consecutively paginated issues of Wendingen,
containing in all 164pp, with many photo ills, also separately
paginated advertisement pages. Each issue is in its original pictorial
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wrappers, tied at spines with raffia (as issued). Wrappers of first
issue slightly worn and chipped at outer margins, but the wrappers
of the other issues in generally good and pleasing condition.
Loosely preserved in contemporary publisher’s cloth folder, with
original “Frank Lloyd Wright” spine label.
129 Zevi,

Bruno

Poetica dell’architettura neoplastica.
Milano, Libreria Editrice Politecnica
Tamburini 1953.

£95

First edition of this detailed examination by Bruno Zevi of
the rise of neo-plasticism and of the complex role that Van
Doesburg played in the success of the De Stijl movement.
Neo-plasticism was Zevi’s kind of architecture, centring
around the deconstruction and reconstruction of shapes,
almost opposite in approach to the traditionalist, classical
fascist architecture that had so annoyed Zevi in Mussolini’s
Italy. Zevi claims in the introduction that this is the first
attempt to write a full account of the neo-plasticists in general
and of Van Doesburg in particular, Zevi having gained access
to unpublished material held by Van Doesburg’s widow.
4to. 178+(2)pp, incl. numerous photo text ills, 1 colour photo plate.
Publisher’s limp boards. Brian Housden’s copy.
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130 (Strawberry

Hill)

(Autograph letter, signed, from
George Agar Ellis to his wife’s uncle
Hon.Henry Edward John Howard,
Dean of Lichfield).
(Letter dated Roehampton, 2 October
1822).

£200

In this letter George Agar Ellis, afterwards 1st Baron Dover (17971833), politician and art collector, gives an account to his uncle
of a recent visit to Strawberry Hill, Horace Walpole’s Gothick
mansion at Twickenham, on which he was accompanied by his
father, Viscount Clifden, and an unidentified “Mr.Ellis” (very
probably Charles Rose Ellis MP, later 1st Baron Seaford, the
friend and loyal ally of the statesman George Canning). His
account of the visit occupies most of three of the four closely
written pages of the letter, and the character of his remarks
can be judged from the opening sentences of his account :
“We went yesterday to see Strawberry Hill, so interesting from
all it recalls, and all it contains. Ld Clifden was sentimental
on the time he had passed there in the days of old Horace
who gave him such agreeable though bad dinners, and used
to show him his prints in the evening, in a room without fire
in the month of November”. Agar Ellis goes on to comment
on the “absurdity in furnishing a villa like a monastery and
making all the chimneys from old tombs”, on a painting of
the Duchess of Gloucester by Sir Joshua Reynolds, on “the
famous bell by Benvenuto Cellini, with which the Pope used
to curse the caterpillars”, and, ironically, on the way in which
“the present possessors allow their good taste to peep out
now and then”, citing “a vulgar full length portrait of L[ad]y
Waldegrave, with gaudy frame and drapery”.
One folded sheet of 4pp, carrying approx 500 words., written in ink
in Agar Ellis’s hand, with his signature at the end.
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